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INTRODUCTION

If the sun„declare! hut one war 
upon the stars or the stars upon the 
sun there would he neither stars, nor
sun, nor us, nor Universe------There
would he chaos, erf ehassas» If we 
mortals continue fighting with mod
ern technlo in armament, as we did 
with primitive tools, it is certain 
that huge Bnpires of Kell
will he created all over earth. I 
say so on account of my six years of 
war experience.

Videat mundus ne quid detrimenti 
res humana oaperst!

The purpose of these papers is to show that the Wear 

Hast had never been far from international hatred, perpetual 

wars, general mis\ery and universal misery. Moreover, these 

papers will endeavor to lay stress upon the possibility of 

solving the problem of the Near “Bast.

Up to the present days the history of mankind does not 

throw clearer light upon those eventful moments where, when 

and how the first human individuals appeared on the face of 

mater terra. The history also covers with its veil of the 

incessant darkness a great deal of human actions, which.
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occurred during the earliest oenturles and. even ¿Loes not 

mention when the Eastern Question was neither terra incog

nita, nor any sort of problem. As history ¿loes not possess

an evident corpus delicti nor a scrupulfous argu

ment in the matter concerned, we are inolined to believe 

and say, of oourse, a priori, that Ifestern Question exists 

slnoe those immemorial days, when the words Ehst and West 

had been pronounced for the first time, when Asia and 

Exrope were ’’baptized", and, especially, since inhabitants 

of Exro-Asian oontinent began to grow, move in different 

directions and come in touoh with eaoh other either through 

searoh for new settlements and daily means of living and 

existance, or through a brutal desire for the mutual struggles, 

conquest of "foreign" territories and subordination of "alien" 

peoples. Some historians had expressed the opinion that 

Ihstern Question is even older than the appearance of the 

firBt human individuals upon the "skin" of the earth, because 

"when men did not fight for the conquest of the Near East

ern 8rea, then, the giants and ancient gods have had the per

petual quarrel and struggles for the supremacy of their 

powers and perogatives of rights on the Eastern territory". *

* It is, of oourse, very hard to find out whether those 
giants and gods had had secret diplomacy, treaties, alliances, 
great powers andlarge end smell or weak states. It is also 
uncertain how they made wars, i.e., whether they had modern 
technique in armament or not. If they didn’t have it, we • 
certainly have itl!
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In the course of time^ the Eastern Question grew and 

only grew towards such an extent Ion that In the era of 

recent centuries was developed Into one among the "fatest" 

and most enigmatic problems ever existing upon the globe 

of us mortal beings. The publicists of earlier and par

ticularly recent times being confronted with such an ex

tensive and complecated question had found out worthy to 

divide this "fat” question into the t$tf€< "thlner" problems 

oalled the Far Fast, Middle Bast and Near Efest problems.

Bach of these three questions had been, still are and nobody 

knows how far they will play the three among most predom

inating factors on the cloudy and quite dark horizon of the

international relations and world politics. A good many of
aAx/

those students who had been interested in$i detailed study

of these questions had come to almost general and pessimistic 

conclusions that, perhaps these problems will be solved, 

entirely solved, when there will be neither East nor West, 

nor any of us mortals to make such univeral problems and to 

try to bring about their primitive or most modern and human 

solution. Omores! Otempora!J—thus would Cicero exclaim 

again, seeing what kind of problems are these difficult ques

tions of the Orient. But despite such a faot we are inclin

ed to believe that since men are capable of making such hard 

problems they are also capable of finding out their solu

tions. What kind of solutions there will be we dc^not dare

4
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to prophesy “but we repeat the Latin proverb, témpora mu- 

tantur et nos in iloa, and if there cannot be reaohed any 

other method of solutions, then, it aeons very probable 

that neither Rear Eastern, nor Par Ehstern, nor middle 

Bast, nor hundreds and thousands of others and most signi

ficant international problems shall be ever solved by any 

other means save by the world-wide revolution, or by another 

monster of world war, which will crush down the existing 

regime of governments and system of the "pareelation" of 

peoples, which will mightily ruin the present methods of 

the international hatred, quarrels, disputes, wars, havocs 

and miseries, end, which will plant at the ruins of present 

8nd general chaos the universal renaissances of peace and 

progress of the entire of mankind.

As a being who firmly believes in brotherhood and 

sisterhood of all peoples throughout the world; who is also 

oonvinoed that there is neither happiness nor any sort of 

a real progress of human raoes unless there is secured the 

existance of but one and a great WORLD STATE, extending its 

dominion all over our planet; who believes not in hundreds 

and thousands of states, raoes and nations but in only one 

state, one race and one nation as we scientifically, really 

and naturally are; who considers himself as a humble citizen 

of the world;*who is, until death and after death, a faith

ful adherent of pacifism—suoh a human individual should not, 

by any means, mention suoh 4 horrible words as wars and re

volutions, but hundreds and thousands of times, helas) The
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peoples of the earth are neither aware of their mutual and 

brutal dealings nor are they sufficiently educated and ex

perienced in what they are, what they do or where they run 

in performance of their acoustomed and primitive acts; they 

are not predisposed to give up their mutual disputes to he 

peaoeahly settled by world^ institutions; they do not oare 

to look to the bright light of the sun but they are getting 

blind by gazing at the pile light of the candle, and more 

than that, all over the world there are the modern masters 

and modern slaves. Why? Moreover, the history of all pre

vious generations and epochs had dearly demonstrated that 

almost all of the greater results towards the liberty, de

mocracy and self-existanoe had been reaohed but through 

springs and rivers of the human blood, and through the 

creation of another atmosphere of people’s sighs and tears, 

let it not be thus in the future; but the events of history 

used to be repeated and how and wben the huge masses of the 

peoples throughout the world can be quickly emancipated 

fighting and ’<* ferocious beasts and become the peaoe loving, 

co-operative and civilized beingsl?!

As had been already pointed out the Eastern Question

is very comprehensive and sucnthe following expos

ition will take into consideration but the Near Eastern 

Problem with particular attention to Balkan Peninsula, By * * 

taking a short walk through tiresome events of this question,
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whioh has to deal primarily with polities, it would he 

worth-while of suggesting any scheme toward the solution 

of the problem concerned. And, if there will he provided 

sooner or later any available good or approximately better 

solution of this question, then, simultaniously there would 

be eured a living wound upon the world organism^, and will 

be covered by the everlasting and suffocating crater of 

peace and progress, not only of those people of the Near 

East and those of Sirope but those of the whole world as 

well.
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CHAPTER I

' • ' LOCATION AND POPULATION

The Near Eest is attractive 
like a promised land, hut helaai 
there perished the best ideals 
in everlasting struggles.

A. Pushkin.

It may approximately he estimated that the Turkish 

dominions in Ehrope and Asia Minor in the middle of the 

eighteenth century measured over y)02,000 square miles and 

about 35,000,000 population.

It is quite difficult to make exact or approximate 

hounderies of the region, which had been entitled to bear 

the "honorable" name, the Near East, or "Debatable Land" 

or "hot bed" of Europe, or "Danger fyme" of world pol

itics. However, generally speaking, the area of the Near 

Hast covers that classic region of earth, which lies about 

the eastern basin of the Mediterranean Sea and whioh, ac

cording to authentic»^ arguments of -tfea history embraces 

the most interesting region on the surface of the globe. 

Accordingly, this region will comprise all South-eastern
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part of Sirope, taking the river Danub as the rough boundary- 

in the north; all the islands eastward of Corfu and Crete, 

whioh themselves, are inoluded; all of the north-eastern 

oorner of Africa that is fit for settled human habitation, 

and all of south-western Asia that lies on the higher side 

of a trdly distinctive and natural boundary. In other words, 

the lands, which fringe the Eastern portion of the Medi

terranean Sea and whioh are known as Balkan Peninsula,

Ifcypt and Asia Minor are included in the Near Ihst Question. 

Almost all of this region has a favorable climate and fertile 

soil for cultivation. There are also different kinds of 

minerals but up to present days are very far from being suf

ficiently used and explored but since the middle of the nine

teenth century there is a great tendency towards the rat

ional cultivation of the lands and systematic exploration 

of minerals like iron, silver, copper, coal. In a. few plaoes 

there are timbers and oil wells.

Concerning oommunioation in this region we may say that 

from 'tixy\time| immemorial the trade between the East and West 

had progressed day by day and followed well defined routes.

As argumentum ad hominem of such a developed communication, 

there are still in existence a good many of the excellent 

caravan routes, whioh had been built in anoient and 

medbvial times. Since Vasoo de Gama, innyear 1498, $a$ open

ed a sea route to India and particularly since the Sues
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Canal had bean built in 1869 the trade and oommeree between 

the Far last, Middle Fast, Hear Fast and West had been 

greatly enlarged. The promotion of trade and commerce had 

begun to play a more important role since the communicative 

means driven by the steam power began to be developed during- 

the seoond part of the past and by the dawn of the present 

century. Since such a means of transportation had been 

developed a great deal of railroads were built whioh had 

immensely extended the commerce and trade and greatly fa

cilitated the promotion of industry and modern agriculture 

in certain regions of the Hear itest. Of these railroads 

it is worth while to mention the so-called "Bagdad "ahn" 

running from Constantinople across part of Asia Minor down 

to Bagdad. The construction of this railroad had developed 

in Turkey the very well known "railways diplomacy", as later 

on will be referred to.

Concerning the population of the Near Bhst it is a 

known fact that the mixture of different stocks, blood and 

raoes had played the constant role since the earliest times 

down to the present days. In different periods of timed 

this mixture had ooourred in larger or less extent. Since 

the end of the sixth century there might have been disting

uished the following peoples: Jugo-Slaves (Serbs, Bulgarians, 

Croats and Slavenes) Rumanians, Xlbenians, Batins* and Greeks 

living in the Balkan Peninsula; the Turks, residing sinoe

Latins do not exist now
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the middle of the fourteenth century in Balkans and Asia 

Minor, Syrians, Armenians, Arabians and Persians in Asia 

Minor and %yptians inhabiting the north-eastern portion of 

Africa, known since time of "Parsons” as i&ypt. Out of 

these peoples Jugo-Slaves, Roumanians, Bulgars, Greeks and 

Armenians and partly Athenians are followers of Christ and 

the other to the greatest extent are of the Mohamadan re

ligion. Of these peoples will be more spoken in the follow

ing chapters»

z
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CHAPTER II.

DEFINITION, SIGNIFICANC I AND DIVISION

Vivos voco, mortuos plsngo 
Fulgfcr-a frago.

Fr. Schiller.

What did not occur and what as yet will not occur in this 

huge and enigmatic world? As far as history penetrates in 

the past it discovers that the inhabitants of the Near East

ern area had been in ceasless quarrels, disputes and wars.

Of course, they being under the influence of different 

races, climates, environments, religions, customs, habits, 

traditions, ideas, institutions as well as under an unequal 

and unsufficient education, strong and primitive instincts 

of brutal fightings and desires toward subordination of 

other peoples—offered a good many causes and reasons for 

the Near East to be very far from having the longer peace of 

better order, or any farther steps towards the real progress 

and civilization. Taking all above mentioned into consider

ation it would be also necessary for the better understand

ing of this question to be thoroughly absorbed into psy

chology of masses of those different peoples who throughout 

many centuries settled these regions. As the space of this 

essay is quite limited the psychological causes of this pro-
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blema have to be postponed for another time. Now turning 

to another and for the present exposition more important 

point we find out that, in the very dswn of authentic his

tory, about the creation and solution of this question there 

had been fought long and lasting battles between the Persians 

and Greeks. During the Ifest Roman period (330-717) there 

occurred a series of strong invasions against Bs-st Roman 

Bnpire by the wild hordes of Saraoenes and Persians, and a 

good many struggles of greater or less importance. During 

the Bysantine period (717-1071) the quarrels and struggles 

had been renewed with the Saracenese tribes and with the 

oourse of times the Bysantine empire had been enlarged to 

a great extent by many vistores upon surrounding and for

eign tribes. In the year 1071, the Bysantine emperor, Rom

anos IV, after a good many^f brilliant victories, conquests 

of lands and subordination of the other peoples, finally was 

suddenly defeated by the SAJuk Turks in Asia Minor. This 

military disaster of Bysantine empire had as its consequence 

the complete loss of Asia Minor. During the Greek period 

(1071-1118) a long contest between causaders and infidels 

began for the possession of the lands hallowed to every 

Christians by their association with the life of Christ on 

the earth. Later on, about the year 1204-1261, the struggles 

between the Greeks end Latins had been several times renew

ed. In 1353 the Burks succeeded in securing the first foot

hold on the Biropisn soil and a oentury later, 1453, they
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obtained the key of Asia and Ehrope, they conquered. 

Constantinople from the quarreling Bysantlnean rulers and 

step by step, war by war, victory by victory, began to con

quer and subordinate to their Asiatio yoke one by one the 

states of Balkan and in eonstant and energetic advance they 

reached the center of Birope in the memorial year 1529.

In the same year they besieged for the first time the Aus

trian capital, Vienna.

From the above mentioned periods there is a possibility 

to understand the actual complication of the situation pre

vailing in the Near Ehst sinoe the earliest days of history. 

There was neither longer peaoe nor better order. According 

to such a ohaos of perpetual quarrels and long lasting col

lisions among different peoples, a great number of prominent 

writers had endeavored, not one time, to describe the im

portance and make clear as possible: what is understood 

under the name of Near East question, and what kind of a sat

isfactory definition should be given to such a problem. Here 

follows but a few opinions:

The prominent Turkish historian An Nedgid said: "The 

Near lfestern Question is similar to cross roads where will 

never be ary start to make highways towards the real civili

zation."

Mr. Stojan Novakwioh, the known Serbian writer said:

"The Near 2hst Question is of a very difficult nature and
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It do es not exist because it was so created by God but as 

it is so inqugurated by too long fingers of great powers."

Lord Morley giving a quite authoritative and satis

factory definition announced: "that shifting, intractable 

and interwoven tangle of conflicting interest, rival peoples, 

and antagonistic paths that is veiled under the easy name 

of the Eastern Question."

A brilliant Frenoh publicist, $. Driault, gave the two 

following definitions (1) "Le problem de la ruine de la 

puissance politic de l’Islani" and Í2) "La retraite de 

l’Islani en Sirope et en Asia donna naissance a la question 

d’ Orient."

I)>. Miller gave a particular definition by pointing out 

that "the Near Eastern Question may be defined as the pro

blem of filling up the vacuum created by the gradual dis

appearance of the Turkish Inpire from Sfctrope".

The noted German writer Bale Adler said "The Near East

ern question is similar to a siolí man who is always dying 

but always lives and constantly demands the new sort of the 

medeclnes."

She eminent statesman of Greece, Mr. Venizelos, had 

said: "There is no doubt that the Question of Near East in

volves the more difficult problem than any statesman or pub

licist can understand and describe its scope. It cannot be 

solved according to egoistic aspiration of different nation-
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alities residing in the Near Ifestern area, but it may be 

favorably solved either according to mutual and unselfish 

understanding of all of those peoples of the Orient of 

according to an aggressive spirit of modem democracy and 

education of the peoples."

All of the above mentioned definitions can be in

terpreted in different ways, and according to such inter

pretations may be reached a satisfactory or unsatisfactory 

oonolusion and results. But, according to our opinion, we 

are inolined to say that the Near Bastera Question involves 

such a complicated problem whose wise and tactful study and 

solution has to secure in the future the long or longer 

peace and constant prosperity to all of those peoples re

siding in the region of the Near Bast area plus taking into 

consideration the vital interests of the other peoples of 

the world, who are directly or indirectly connected with 

the Near Eastern situation. By saying thus, we—volens nol

ens—have always to bear in mind that: military power of 

one or many states can be temporarily or permanently crush

ed down; the wrong or good policy of one or many countries 

may tefce contrary or satisfactory trend, explanation and 

aplioation towards one state or the entire world, but almost 

none of the peoples whenever or wherever they live and re

side should not and cannot be fundamentally deprived of 

their lives and the means for the existance of their indiv

idualism. Indeed, the people or peoples can ehange the
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form of state and government, language, territory, religion, 

customs and even their previous name hut never the instinct 

for the exist ano e. Moreover, it is absurd to believe that 

the present governing regime in the Near East and in the 

whole world will remain fully unchanged until the end of civ

ilization. The entire system of the present world politios 

is similar to the relation among the smaller and larger groups 

of noted bandits and eminent gamblers. By telling thus, we 

add that neither one individual nor a whole mass of peoples, 

nor even the whole world are deprived of the possibility to 

stand forever and ever by old doctrines, traditions, theories 

and practice. The perogatives of existance of life are more 

reasonable and stronger than the instinct of subordination, 

chauvinism, militarism, war, state bounderies and "golden" 

policy plus secret diplomacy. Who can deny it?I

In addition to "golden" polioy and "secret diplomacy" 

we dare say that even the smallest atom in the huge and never 

peroeivable machinery of the Universe had never been and will 

never be thoroughly ¿Separated of every and anything in the 

immeasurable space. When suoh an order in the vast Nature— 

why human individuals at the small globe should not follow 

the universal and natural laws and bring about better under

standing and more human co-operation among all of us mortals 

throughout the world. When such a dominating dogma in the 

enigmatic Universe—it is folly and selfishness to argue 

and believe that the Eastern Question envolves but the down
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fall of Turkish «spire, or an expulsion of its criminal and 

tyranio reign and policy from Birope, or division of the 

Turkish territory among the world powers, small and weak 

nations, or co-operation and mutual understanding among these 

nations of the Orient. The first Balkan war in 1912, the 

second Balkan war of 1913, and particularly the World War, 

1914-1918, had demonstrated to every one that the Near Syst

em Question does not envolve^either local, j^or of a eertaln

state, /ior the whole of Balkans, for of entire Siropian, 

but comprises world wide problem andpaLitios. In accordance 

to such an evident fact, the solution of this question shall 

not, and must not, and can not be based upon the previous 

principles of Jus gentium but upon most modern conception of 

jus mundl. Any attempt to resort this question in favor of 

the previous history of diplomacy based on the "Balance of 

power^" or on the accustomed jus gentium would lead the re- 

fponsable faotors from less folly to greater folly, from 

greater error and chaos to greatest international conflicts, 

and from minor comedy of a few peoples or states to universal 

■tasgedy comedy of entire mankind* On the other hand, if this 

question has to be solved on the basis of modern principles 

of jus mundi. Which principles inaugurate even such a strange 

rule that peoples all over our planet can, according to mod

ern means of transportations and communications, neither act 

nor even think and speak separately, then we are entering
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another era--an era of not creating the new international 

problems and. modern conflicts, but of solving those of the 

past, and of creating a nee status quo in the world under 

whose auspice there will very scarcely or never blow the "old 

wind" of international and interstates hatreds, disputes, 

havocs, miseries, mysteries and wars.

Those students of international affairs, who are int

erested in this question and had endeavored to look into it 

from inside and outside point of view, would at once find 

themselves closed in the "labirintus" of problems, whose 

solution are varying from the smallest to the greatest im

portance. At the first sight some of these questions look 

so odd and of unapprochable to solution as ancient Frogliphies 

and SphinA of Egypt are far from being gzasped by the human 

mind. Being so complicated and in order to have at least 

an easier entrance and survey it is necessaiy to devide it 

into the following four smaller sections:

First and primarily: The role of Ottomans, otherwise 

called Turks, since they seoured foothold in Ehrope ci roa 

middle of the fourteenth century until the present days;

Secondly: The position of the loosly designated Balkan 

States which like Albenia, Bulgaria, Serbia, Greece and 

Boumenia had been conquerefi by Turks and later re-emerged; or 

like '/Macedonia which was passing from eonqueror; or like 

Montenegro, which had never been conquered by Turks, or like 

Bosnn and Herzqeorina which had been conquered by the Turks
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and later on annexed by the dualist!e-Austro-Hungarian 

monarchy;

Thirdly: The problem of the possfcssion of Constanti

nople end particularly the problem of egress from the Black 

Sea through the straits of Bosphorus and of Dardanelles to 

the Mediterranean sea as well as on free ingress of naviga

tion from the Mediterranean through mentioned straits to the 

Blaok sea;

fourthly: The attitude of the great powers towards 

all of the Near Eastern area or toward the particular zones 

of its region.

All of these "sectinni" will be discussed in the follww- 

ing ohapters.
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CHAPTER III.

THE PROGRESS OF OTTOMAN CONQUESTS

In accordance with the prevailing opinion it is gen

erally believed that modern history begins under the stree 

of the Ottoman eonquest. Whether this general opinion can 

be accepted as certain and authoritative or not it is a 

question. However, it is a certain fact that the Near East

ern problem would either be tabula rasa, or would take en

tirely another trend, or would be but an mere atopia, if 

the role of Turks is to be ommitted. In other words, it 

means neither more nor less than to speak of the Near Efest, 

without taking into consideration the Turks, as to speak of 

a human being without taking into consideration his soul 

and body, or describe the vast space of the Universe without 

telling: there is a land of mortals and the sun, without 

whose existance there would be no existance of those mortals 

nor to the ot>er movable and immovable beings. Indeed, in 

order to understand the Near Eastern question it is an ut

most necessity to say a few words about the Turks, about 

their invasion from Asia to Europe, and their "very nice
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visit” to their brethern of Birope and the "politest" en

deavor of their Srropean brothers to send them "safely" 

baok to Asia.

Á8 far as it is known to historians and archeologists 

the cradle of the human race is to be found somewhere in 

Asia. The cradle of Turks, otherwise oalled Ottoman, Otto- 

mas and OsmaLis, is doubtless also over there, but it is 

difficult of ascertaining the date of origin of the name of 

their tribes, or say, of the Turkish people. History knows 

their name firstly by the end of the sixth century A. D.

By that time their military advance began to grow rapidly 

in Asia Minor. In those days as well as in later times they 

did not have either State’s organization nor any conception 

of race and nationality, but had been le|d from conquest to 

conquest and from victory to victory by means of their ut

most unbelievable faith and fanaticism to their Mohamidtn 

religion. Albert Sorel said about the Turks and their state: 

"Il n'y a point de nation turque male seulement des con- 

querants campes au milled de populations hostiles; le turks 

ne forment point un etat mais une armee qui ne vaut que pour 

la. oonquete et tend a se dissoudre des ou'elle est contrainte 

de s*arreter". Accordingly, it is an evident faot that in 

days they appeared in the pages of history they were but in

numerable and wild hordes or bands of primitive but instinct

ive warriors. They offered an excellent resource of raw
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material hut there was no factory to manufacture goods— 

i.e., to make an organised army and modern state, too. But 

no matter whether they were organized or not, civilized or 

barbarian, it is a known fact that modern problems of the 

Hear Bast finds its genesis in the several collisions be

tween Orientalism as represented by Islam and Occidentalism 

as represented bv Christianity. Moreover, the Koran (gospel) 

of Mohamed of Meca and Medina, prophet of Allah, was a liv

ing spring without which the medieval and modern history of 

the world would be deprived of one among most dominating 

factors. In order to understand the political history of 

the Near Bast one must distinguish several stages that had 

followed the high tide and low ebb of Ottomans. These stages 

are: First, the original and starting conquests for the Sake 

of Moham8dism by the Sazacenes in the seventh century; (2)

The Garacenic empires as they centered at Damasous and Bsgdad 

until their downfall circa year 1000; Í3) the great re-enfor

cement of Islam by the conversion of the Turanlfcn Turks and 

particularly of that branch known as Ottomans, v&o had pen

etrated into Birope in the fourteenth century and reached 

their ’’High Tide" in the end of the seventeenth century-- 

pending their second siege of Vienna; (4) the constant decay 

of theOftoman Bnpire since the siege of Vienns and sinee the 

practical expulsion of their policy and power from Birope 

in the dawn of the present century. The first and second
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stages as well as the first part of the third stage, dealing 

with re-enforcement of Islam, are inlmportant for the pur

pose of this essay. We shall take Into consideration the 

second part of the third stage dealing with penetrations of 

the Turks Into Birope, and the fourth stage, dealing with the 

decay of their political Influence at the forum of world po

litics. In postponing the mentioned stages for some later 

times, we must, however, bear in mind that the Ottomans, 

prior to entering Birope had rapidly proceeded in conquests 

of the whole of Asia Minor,with Syria, Persia and Palestine. 

Moreover, they had been capable of incpiguratlng their re

ligion to all tribes In North Africa, which tribes, now con

verted to adherents of Islam, crowded into Spain and from 

Spain reached the present France. In the year 732 the Frank

ish ruler, Charles, defeated them in the famous battle of 

Tour. The consequence of this battle had been that faith of
V

Islam escaped forever to take more dominions in the Western 

part of Sirope. Frankland and Western Christendum had been 

saved from barbarism of Islam. But what happened on the 

south eastern part of Birope?

As we had already pointed out, Turkey never was an or

ganized state, according to modern terminology of a State.

It might have been said particularly prior to the tenth 

oentury but prior to that time there were a good mapy campus 

of their hordes. One of these campus' inhabited by wild
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hands similar to those of Huns, Avars and Vandales was 

located in the middle of the thirteenth century in the North

western corner of Asia Minor with a "metropole" at Yenishere. 

The ruler of these hords, whioh ran into wars and conquests 

as flies to "fly paper”, was ^rtogrul. He was suceded in 

1288 hy his son Osman or Othman, "from whom the trihe, de

stined to fame as the conquerors of Constantinople and in

heritors of the Bysantine Bnpire, took their name”. He 

extended his power of control at the expense of others in 

Turkish tribes, hut mainly on account of the Greek Bnpire 

in Asia Minor» About the middle of the fourteenth century he 

assumed the title of Sultan and won a good many victories 

over the Greeks. A few years later his hordes began to 

push in the direction of the Black Sea, conquering one hy 

one the cities on the southern coast of the sea. He later 

on was crowned as a "virtual lord of the Asiatic Greeks."

His son Orkham, for whom there are lots of tales as being a 

lover of peace and wwrk, in reality continued the work of 

his father hy extending the dominion of Turkish conquest. 

During his reign (1326-1359) the remainder of Bysantine Bn- 

pire in Asia and Europe was tottering to its fall and to 

Orkhan's victorious knees. It also was in the era of civil 

wars and anarchy too. Many rulers were proclaimed of which 

Paleoloque ande ant aeu2 eno s had been crowned as the two

emperors of one Bysantine Bnpire. In their mutual quarrels
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both of them appealed to Sultan Orohen for help. He sent 

military help to Cantacusenee, and as a prize for it got 

for his harem Canatacusene’s charming daughter, Theodora. 

This supposedly. marriage was not only marriage of Theodora 

to Orkhan but the beginning of a new and long era in which 

as a dow|>ry to Orphan’s followers went one by one of the 

Balkan states and chains of Asiatic tyrany and barbarism 

had been put on all of the Balkan peoples for more than five 

centuries. In 1353 Cantacusenos, now as a "father-in-law" 

again appealed for help against aggressive movement of 

SerbiaTzar Dushan, the great, who conquered Macedonia and 

threatened from the north Cantacuzenos’s part of the empire. 

The "son-in-law" sent his son Solyman, who crossed at the 

shores of the Balkan Peninsula. Just before he and his 

army reached there an earthquake had thrown down the walls 

of Galli poly the stratigical ly located fortress-town on 

the Hellespont. From ruined stones Solsymsn made hast by 

making a military fortification. Cantacuzenos asked him 

several times to return back to Asia but his answer was made 

by lacónica brevitye: "The will of Allah rather than your 

invitation or my force of arms had ruined this city to make 

for my conquest a new station and to open the gates of 

Sirope to my future victories." Upon hearing such an answer 

Kantacuzenos appeal ed for help to Serbs and Bulgarians, but 

both of the invited parties answered: "Three years ago we
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protested against your unholy alliance with the Turks. Now 

that the storm has broken let the Greeks weather it. If the 

Turks come against us we shall know how to defend ourselves." 

Both of these parties made a cardinal mistake in not sending 

the help as the Greeks had gone astray by calling Turks in 

Birope to settle Greek quarrels by the points of swords. 

Venice was also ifivited to save Bysantine but helas! in 

those days the jealousy and rivalry between Greece and Venice 

was mostly the same as in present days among great powers of 

the world, and Venetian government was very anxious to see 

the naval power of her rival be destroyed by the invading 

Turks. So Venice made 8 third mistake and since that time 

until the end of Turkish Biro-Asian Bnpire in 1913, the Turks 

fought in Birope and Asia no longer as auxiliaries but open

ly as primus inter pares et potentes. In 1366 they trans

ferred their capital from Asia Minor to Adrianopole, there

by declaring to the world that (Ottomans intend to become a 

Biropian power. Ag soon as they established their throne 

on Biropian soil they undertook almost a gigantic movement 

against different peoples of the Balkan Peninsula. In their 

advance towards the "heart" of Birope fso many writers used 

to so honor Vienna) they came in unfriendly touch with Romens, 

Greeks, Albanians, South Slaves and Romanian peoples. The 

history of Greeks and Romans Bapires and civilization is 

ouite known. However, the history of the other peoples of
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the Balkan Peninsula is very little or entirely unknown, 

and it is worth while to say a few words about it.

The Albanians are descendents of Illirians who had 

established a kind of primitive state in the ^>irte,in the 

fourth century B. C., in the thirteenth and fourteenth oen- 

tury they moved,as nomadic people, in north and thus inhab

ited the mountains called Arbanas or Albenia. In accordance 

with the name of the region in vfe ich they lived they began 

to call themselves Albanians, Until the first Balkan war in 

1912¿ they never contributed any Important factor to Balkan 

nor to the whole Near Eastern problem.

South-Slave or Jugo-Slave people are but a part of the 

Slave or Slavic race. In the fifth century they lived to

gether with the present Polish, BohemAnian and Russian peoples. 

Their common state was the south western part of Russia.

While there they lived a nomadic and patriarchal life by ad

oring many Gods of the earth and sky. By the end of the sixth 

and the beginning of the seventh century they crossed mount

ains of Carpathes and the Banub river and reached the Balkan 

Peninsula. Upon reaching the Balkans they quickly spread ell 

over the Peninsula. The Roman emperor Heraclius was not cap

able of preventing these Slave tribes from invading the Ro

man bounderies in Balkan. During the seventh and eighth cen

turies these tribes, according to location in which they lived, 

began to call themselveB by different names as Bulgars* Serbs, 

Croets and Slevenes. Since they began to be consentrated a-

* It is generally believed that Bulgars were not originally 
Slaves but there is a great controversy about such a question.
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round, their names they also began to endeavor to frame 

the separate states and to have the national feeling. Thus, 

for instance, Serbs began to form states in Bosna and Herz

egovina , Zeta (present Montenegro) and Serbea. These 

states comprised the middle and western reginns of Balkan 

Peninsula. These small states had been ruled by chieftians 

called "grandZhunan " who, after the tenth century, began 

to olaim and possess the royal power and domination. Prior 

to the end of the ninth century the Greeks succeeded in con

verting Serbs and Bulgars to the Greek orthodox type of 

Christian religion. Croats and Slavenes, being near the 

Venetian dominion became Roman Catholio. Just when the Turks

were pushing towards the center of Balkan, all Serbian tribes 
z

were united in a big state, whose ruler was Thar Stephan 

Purhan Nemanich (1335-1353). He was crowned as the emperor 

of the Serbs, Bulgars and Greeks and was undeniably after 

coronation preparing an attack on Constantinople. His plan 

might have been successful and probably would force the Turks 

to return to Asia, but just on his way to Constantinople the 

sudden death ruined his life and his ambitions too. After 

his death, the civil war started which was an excellent help 

to Turks who were pushing ahead. Bnperor Pa*hay Hrebel janovieh, 

who was crownAd after the civil war was over, tried in the 

battle of Kosovopolje (The Field of Black birds) to repulse 

the attacks of the Turks. His endeavor and that of his brave

soldiers were in vain. In this struggle both emperors, Tur-
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kish Morat and Serbian Lasa», had been killed but the Turks 

won victory on the 15th of June 1389.* After this battle 

one by one of the Serbian provinces and one by one of the 

states were subdued to Turkish yoke. In 1469 Bosna and 

Hertegorina had been conquered and by such an act the last 

glimpse of Serbian liberty was lost except in Montenegro. 

After the Kosovo battle, the Serbian aristocracy moved in 

gigantic rooks and mountains of Montenegro (Crna Gora).

They did so in order to preserve the Serbian name, customs 

and Christian religion. The Mont enegro in es had been partly 

twice invaded by the Turks but "Heroes of Heroes" both times 

gave disasterous shocks to the Turkish military forces.

From 145ft to 18Q4 those Serbian people, who could not es

cape the enslavement to the Turkish yoke had been treated 

with unbelievable oppression, cruelty and utterest barbar

isms from the side of the Turks.

The Croats and Slavenes had been settled at the western 

region of the Balkan Peninsula. They organized the separate 

states but later on were conquered by the Turks and Austro 

Hungarians.

The Bulgarians, in 660, captured from the Greeks the 

pmrt of Varna on the Black sea.Until the end of the seventh 

century their territory extended from Danub to the range of 

Balkan, later on Bulgaria was conquered by Bysantine empire.

* The Serbian national poetry describing this battle is com
pared with Homer’s Ilyad and Cdissey. Goete, the famous 
German and Pushkin, famous Russian, poets learned Serbian to 
read in originalthe named poetry.
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During one hundred and fifty years she remained under 

Bysnatine. In the last quarter of the twelfth century she 

won her indipendance but shortly after had been conquered 

by Serbia. Again she was liberated but in the year 1396 

her Tzar Shishman III had been compelled to acknowledge 

himself as a vassal of the Turkish empire. By this faot 

Bulgaria also was done. Now the Turks turned their viotor- 

ieus arm against Hungary. 8lgie Biude.the King of Hungary, 

appealed for help to whole Europe. On his appeal Pope 

Bonface IX proclaimed a crusade. On his oall over one hun

dred thousand soldiers had been gathered together from France, 

Germany and a few number from England, Scotland and Flanders. 

That army oalled "the flower of the Christian world" was 

under command of Sigismude. Sigismude 1 ej|ld it to help Bul

garia and in the battle of liikopolis this "flower" was quell

ed or drowned in the Danube or captured by the Turks. Eren 

Sigismude scarcely escaped death by running down to the Black 

Sea. This battle was a gorgious triumph of theOtfe’omans arms 

not only unon Bulgaria and Hungary but as well upon all of 

the Christian world.

The Roumanians, at the beginning of the second century, 

occupied the territory between the rivers Dniester, Tissa 

and Danube, then known as Dacia. At this time the Homans 

comquered the country and imposed upon them the Latin lang

uage. Until the end of the eighth century Romania had been 

overrun by the wild tribes of Goths, Huns, Avars and Slavs, 

too. At the beginning of the ninth century Roumania entered
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war with Hungary and until the last quarter of the fifteenth 

century she had long struggles with Hungarians, Tatars, Poles 

and Germans respectively. At the dawn of the sixteenth cen

tury Eoumenia had been conquered by the Turks and became a 

vassalage of the Turkish Bnperors. Thus Boumanla also was 

done as an independent state.

After the victory of Nikopolis the Ottomans overrun 

all of Greek t erritory'save Athens, Salónica, extreme south 

of Morea and Constantinople. In the year 1453 Constantin

ople had been conquered and by Its fall the entire Balkan 

Peninsula except Montenegro was subordinated to the will of 

wild hords of the Ottomans. Thus all of the Balkan stat es 

ceased to exist as independent units, but continued to exist 

as Turkish provinces called "pashalueks"•

During their progress of the conquests in Asia Minor 

and Africa they conquered in the first half of the sixteenth 

century Mesopotamia, Syria, Palestina, Arabia and Egypt.

The Turks,upon conquering the Balkan States, started 

their firm advent toward the center of Ehrope. In their 

victorious march they defeated the Hungarians in the battle 

of Muchacii»: in 1526. Thus also Hungary was crushed down be

low the hoofs of Turkish horses, which act went into known 

proverb of the Orient: "Where the Turk plants his foot the 

grass never gorws again". Indeed, the reign of Turks over 

those subordinated Christians called "$ahjas" or "djahurs"

was ruthless and almost unbearable. They did to those con-
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quered peoples all that they might have found suitable to 

their brutal instincts end wild wills. They used to say 

"what pleases to us ell is prescribed by Koran". When an 

older Greek said to the Turks, "Is it prescribed by your 

Koran to take my two daughters for your harems and three 

little sons to be converted to Turkish faith?" "Unfortun

ately, those things are ommitted because Mohamed, the great 

prophet of greatest Allah, did not have time to write all 

about it, but anyhow we are sure that he is happy whenever 

we are happy, and, you know, we can’t be powerful without 

making big armies from your sons, nor we cans.be happy 

without having your daughters in our harems and for our 

wives" was a naive but brutal answer of a Turk.

Fama est: that pending occupation of Alexandria a 

pasha, Turkish general, who entered town with his soldiers 

and had found a huge library and asked his master, Sultan 

Selim I "The Inflexible" what to do with the books. "If 

there is anything in those books similar to Koran, we cer

tainly don’t care for them, because we have their content 

in Koran. But if there is nothing similar to Koran burn 

them at once for they are contrary to Koran". Thus ordered 

Master Selim I, and a few minutes later a huge flame with 

dark smoke covered all of the library.

In their wars against Venice and Genoa the fortune of 

their arms was changable until the famous naval battle in

cans.be
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Gulf of Lecanto in 1571. In this battle the commander of 

thé Christian fleet, Don Juan of Austria, succeeded in drown

ing and capturing all of the Turkish fleet. This victory 

was a first and real shock inflicted larbeF-Turkey by the 

Christians "viribus unitis." Though in this battle the ifeole 

of the Turkish fleet had been annihilated anyhow the Turks 

did not care for it because their shrewd grand Visir* *1- 

Sokolovich*2 said at that time to the Venetian envoy: "You 

said your victory, but there was no victory. You have only 

shaved our chin, but when we begin to shave you, be sure, 

there will be neither beard nor chin nor even your heads!". 

Accordingly, It happened so, because they renewed their of

fensive against all Sirope and in 1683 for the second time 

they besieged the Austrian capital Vienna. But by that time 

and in that year, finally oame the end to "High Tide" of the 

Turkish military power, and simultanously since that time 

followed disaster after disaster of the Turkish armies and

of their Pan-Turkish policy. Just before this second 

battle of Vienna took place the Austrian emperor Leopold 

pleaded for the help of Poland. The Polish Prince Yovan 

Sobisfeski came with 40,000 of his brave fighters, delivered 

an eventful battle and the Turks had been seized with an 

extreme panic of running away from Vienna. This battle 

ruined Turkish advent in Sirope; this victory was a triumph

*1. President of Government.
*2. The Serb by birth but as a child taken and converted in 

the Turkish religion.
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of the Christian over the Turkish arms; in this defeat of 

the Turkish army "broke the hoop to the mare of Saint Mohamed" 

as the Serbian poet Petrovich, Njegosh, predessesor of Darwin 

said. But more than that: since this battle of Vienna 

the Near ifestern -problem entered into "cabinet" of the World 

Politics, and, as such will be later on treated.
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CHAPTER IV.

FROM BATTLE OF VIENNA TO NAPOLEON’S *RA 
Í1683-1800)

This chapter will take into consideration the further 

development of the Near Eastern problem from the battle of 

Vienna to the eventful epoch of Napoleon.

A: Russia and Turkey.

The rapid expansion of the Russian Bnpire during the 

last quarter of tbe sixteenth and particularly during the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries marked a possibility 

that Russia had to come in touch and conflict with the rise
V

of the Turkish Bnpire. This conflict wss inevitable and 

occured in the year 1576, near Azor, where Russian forces 

inflicted a serious shock to the Turkish army. Since that 

time nearly for a century they didn’t have any conflict of 

importance. However, they éter since lived in a eonstant 

antagonism due to the question of boundaries on the northern 

and eastern shore of the Black Sea. In 1686, while the Holy 

League of Ehropian rulers was formed against Turkey, Russia 

also joined it until the treaty of Csrlovita (1699) had 

been concluded. Since this treaty the two powers had gone
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from war to war. In 1695-6 Peter the Great of Eussia capí- 

tur ed Azof and the Russian merchants were brought into re

lation with Turkish authorities, which occasioned the es

tablishment of the first Eussisn ambassy in Constantinople 

in 1496. According to the treaty of Citrlovit5< it was ar

ranged that Porte* hss to cedeA’kov to Eussia. This suc- 

ess of Eussian arms gave a great deal of hope^ to the Chris

tians under Turkish yoke who began to dream and work to

wards their liberty. Eussia turned by and by to further 

extension of her empire at the expense of Turkey. She 

wanted the Black Sea for the purpose of opening straits 

of Bosphorus and Dardanelles to the Mediterranean sea. No 

wonder, because there was a question of progress of her 

trade and commerce in the region of the Near East and West, 

too. In order to obtain the free navigation to the Medi-
V

terr8nean she wasuBing even ultima ratio, either through 

her diplomacy or military forces. In these days Sigland 

was not as yet in the era of her Colonian expansion and 

the Near Eastern affairs had little or no Importance for her. 

The same case was with Austria and diplomacy of both Ehglsmd 

and Austria, supported at Porte every step of the Eussian 

interest. It was so with Austria and Ehglend but France be

gan systematically to reckon with the checking up of the 

Eussian ambitions on account of the Turkish empire. Eussia 

and Austria having the Turkey as a mutual enemy came into

The name of Turkish government.
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an understanding by making an alliance in 1726. This al

liance lasted for more than a century. A few years later 

Russia* declared war, took Cromea and tried to secure free 

egress from the Black to the Mediterranean. Austria on 

acoount of her support to Russia deurrded Novi Pasar and 

a further slice of Valachia. The Porte energetically re

fused and Austria captured Nish, the town in the center of 

Serbia. The French ambassador in Constantinople encouraged 

Turkey to undertake contr-offensive against Austria. Turkey 

followed the advise, recaptured Serbia and made a treaty in 

Belgrad, by which it was agreed that Serbia and Valachia 

should be Returned to Turkey. Russiés army was just in the 

era of great progress and this treaty which humiliated her 

ally reached her as a great surprise. Russia also had been 

obliged to conclude a treaty with Turkey. This success of 

Turkey was but a result of a French diplomat in Constant

inople, who encouraged Porte to move ahead instead of baok. 

This skillful trick of France secured the prestige to her 

commerce and trade i n the Near Bast. Simultanously, it 

marked a superiority of French diplomacy upon those of Ru

ssia and Austria. At about the middle of the eighteenth 

century the Russian throne had been inherited by Catherine 

II, the ablest ruler ever seated upon any of the Biropian 

Kingdoms or empires. She was very ambitious and continued 

the politics of Peter the Great. Her first step, upon as
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cending the throne, was to solve the Near Eastern Question 

by s heavy blow upon Turkey. To do bo, whe was over tired 

hundreds and thousands of petitions and different deputations 

from the enslaved, South Slave and other Christian peoples. 

But the main purpose was the possession of Constantinople.

She had to act but before taking action was anxious to find 

an ally whloh was not interested so much either In taking 

territory of the Near East or in developing oommerce there. 

Prussia was found to be the best one. However, this alliance 

did not work so smoothly as effected because intrigues again 

appeared in Poland for Katherine had put on the throne of it 

her lover, Stanislave Ponia tovski. This act involved many 

troubles in Poland which le^d to her partition between 

Prussia, Russia and Austria, While Poland was a focus of long 

disputes, fuarrels and jealousy among the great powers of
V

those days, the Near East was a stronger and more mysterious 

fomenter of hatred and wars among those big nations. The 

great propaganda throughout the Turkish empire and parti

cularly among the Christian peoples of the Balkan Peninsula 

was spread. It was said and believed In accordance to old 

tale end prophesy that the moment has come: "when the Turkish 

empire would be destroyed by a fair-haired people^ from the 

north". The French diplomats in Constantinople convinced 

again Porte that such a strong ferment among subject^ peoples 

me anfc a real insurrection and state of war, and accordingly,
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forced Turkey to act against Eussia es did before against 

Austria. Turkey did not hesitate to accept advise. An ex

cuse for casus belli was Poland. Turkey sent ultimatum to 

Eussia to evacuate the possessed provinces of Poland.

Eussia was deaf to hear and Turkey declared war in 1769.

The result of war was: the first partition of Poland between 

Eussia, Prussia and Austria, and the entrance of Eussian 

troops in Bucharest, the capital of the enslaved Eoumenia, 

Russia now turned her polioy to the Balkans. In order to oall 

higher attention of great sympathy toward South Slave peoples 

she gave the name of New Serbia to that region of South Russia, 

which had been liberated in recent wars against Turkey. Eus

sian £leet was sent by Katherine, whioh upon passing through 

the Baltic end Mediterranean reached the coast of Morea.

Its appearance aroused a great deal of exoitement and sympathy
V

among Greeks and Jugo-Slaves. Such sympathies and excitements 

gave excuse to Turkish authorities to undertake a series of 

new massacres upon the Christians. Eussian fleet being helped 

by a few skillful Ihglish navy officers captured and drowned 

the Turkish fleet in the harbor of Tchesme. By this time the 

Russian fleet might have easily captured Constantinople but 

the order of Petrograd lacked. At any rate its victory upon 

the Turks created an immense sensttion and a great deal of 

strong enthusiasm not only among the enslaved peoples of the
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Turkish Einpire hut among all those Christians who had great 

antipathy toward the believers of Crescent. The Russian 

success^ at sea was potentiated by success at land. Namely, 

Russia conquered the whole of Moldavia and Valachia. This 

Russian sucoess was not in fervor to Austrian diplomacy.

In order to check further axpension of the Russian empire 

she signed a secret treaty with Turkey. According to this 

treaty Austria took obligation to sent an army if Russian 

forces crossed the Danub. Prussian Bnperor Frederick II 

at once protested against this Turco-Austrlan alliance. He 

did so because the further partition of Poland would be en

tirely at stake if war broke out between Russia and Austria. 

His intervention saved Turkey from further disastrous shocks 

*y the Russians and avoided a new tangle between Russian and 

Austrian empires and secured the further partition of Poland
V

between Prussia, Russia and Austria.

Poland had drunk bitter glace of her fate due to the

second partition of her territory and Russia renewed her 

victories against Turkey, Her further sucoess was postponed 

for a while on account of riots among her best cavalry 

called Kovsaks of Don. Due to such a riot she concluded a 

treaty with Turkey in 1774. In this treaty called Kutchuk- 

Kainardji treaty, the three main subjects had been of greatest 

importance for further dealing with the Near Eastern problem:

(M) Russia restored to Turkey, Resarabia, Moldavia,
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Valachia and the islands of Archipelago; Eussia on her 

side, retained Azor, Denikala, Kertoh with the adjacent dis

trict and mouth of the Dnieper. Such aquisition in territory 

gave her a full right to become a predominating factor upon 

the whole of the northern and eastern coast of the Black Sea. 

It was further provided by the treaty that CTremea and Tar- 

tarcy have to obtain independance and that Eussia may es

tablish councils, vice-councils all over Turkey in order to 

protect trade, commerce and other interests of Eussia and 

Eussian subjects In Turkey. Moreover, Eussia became as a 

"most favored nation" of Turkey;

(B) Eussia got a power to be a "supreme protector" of 

the orthodox churoh and Sultan took obligation "to protect 

constantly the Christian religion and its churches" all over 

his empire. Shgland made a strong protest on Porte against 

this religious clause, but it was in vain;

ÍC) The Danublan principalities—Moldavia and Valaohla, 

the Islands of Archipelago, provinces of Gorgia and Mongolia 

h8d been again restored to Turkey.

By this treaty, though not very satisfactory to Eussian 

ambitions, was provided a great deal of jealousy on the part 

of Austria which seized the opportunity of securing Bukovina 

for her own territory.

It was already pointed out what Kainardji treaty had ao-
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chieved. It must be also understood that this treaty is one 

among most interesting and dominating treaties ever conclu

ded by any world power with the Ottoman Snpire. Its impor

tance will be better understood in the intercaurses of Russia 

and other great powers with the Turkish diplomats because it 

will matter so much in political, economic, social, religious 

and in a good many other internal and external affairs of 

the "Sick Man" or "Attractive Woman" es Turkey obtained "ep- 

itatet ornance" by many writers of the eighteenth and nine

teenth centuries.*

The aquisition of Bukovina made Russia jealous of Aus

tria. By that time on the thrones of the most powerful em

pires were seated two women, Maria Theres/a, aVUTEaf of Aus

tria, and Katherine II, at-th-at—©f Russia. Both of them were 

more ambitious than ♦han they were able to perfoim. Their
V

ambitions were large, so large that there was not enough space 

even in the Universe wherein their interests would not come 

in conflict^. Being so, there is no wonder that there could 

be no possibility of a real friendship between two empires, 

while the fate of both were in the hands of such ambitious 

women. One house was small for two masters. It was so until 

1775, when on the Austrian throne stepped Maria Theresia’s 

son, Joseph II. Katherine and he made a treaty. In accordance

* Mr. Sorel says: "Be la pour 18 Roussie 1’obligation de 
s’imrniscer dans les affaires inter! ears de la turkl'A, cha<ue fois 
que ISBinterets de chretieyts 1* exige". Mr. Rriault adds: "Stip
ulations vague, qui auraient. la voij» aux interpretations le 
plus ent endu es."
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to it the Russo-Austrian alliance was created, the anni

hilation of the Turkish empire was provided and the par

tition of its territory was detailed. This scheme, however, 

was magnificent, and if realised it would probably cause the 

immediate solution of the Near Eastern problem. The scheme 

was but a theory and was necessary to be a practice. Accord

ingly Russia at once went into aotion by declaring war on 

Turkey and taking from her Orchakar, part of Tartary, two 

islands of Archipelago and annexed Cremea, also. Moreover, 

the Russian agents got busy by stirring up discontent and 

insurrection among the Christians in Turkey. In that direc

tion these "mighty tools of every government" spread their 

influence of intrigues not only in Eiropian and Asiatic 3n- 

pire of the Ottomans but in Egypt as well. Being in such 

a state of internal and external situation, Turkey could do
V

nothing better than to declare war upon Russia in 1788.

Russia and Austria, then, inflicted heavy losses to the Tur

kish army. It is quite probable that the complete annihil

ation of the Turkish empire might have taken plaoe by this 

time had not the Swe|dish King, Gustave III, marched straight 

to Russian capítol to capture it. He saved Turkey but sim

ultanously saved people of the Near Ehst from longer or 

shorter imperialism of Russia and Austria. Gustave returned; 

Russia took the great fortress of Orrakov with the surround

ing district. Austria retained the northers part of Serbia
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and. entered Bosnia. This success of Russia and Austria 

caused great jealousy on the side of ©reat Britain, Prussia 

and the United Provinces. All three, with the motto of 

"viribus unitis" endeavored to check the eunbit ions of those 

powers, whose game was planned to be Turkey. Prussia offer

ed military support to Turkey; Ehgland advised Austria to 

stop the further warfare against Turkey. The change on the 

Turkish throne, the waves of revolutionary movement in France, 

the death of Bnperor Joseph compelled Austria to conclude 

a treaty with Austria at Sistov in 1791, by which treaty 

Serbia had been restored to Turkey and status quo ante was 

preserved. The monarchical regime of Europe, being in a 

great danger from rays of modern spirit of democracy involved 

in French revolution used all its power to stop it. Russia, 

being confronted with such a new internal stirring, and being 

deprived of her Ally, Austria, had to follow the example of 

her sister ally and conclude a treaty in Jassy, Roumania, in 

the very beginning of 1792. In accordance with this so-called 

"treaty of perpetual peace" (Km! Hrnll --perpetual peace under 

existing order in world) it was agreed: these treaty of 

Kainardji, the Convention Explicative * of 1779, and the com

mercial treaty of 1783, had been left untouched. On the 

other hand the Russian frontier had been extended further 

south to Dniestar. Turkey recovered Moldavia and agreed the

* Di fines the Turkish supremacy over the Tartars as purely 
Spiritual.
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annexation of Cremea as fait accompli.

The treaty of Iassy was a fact of a great,French revo

lution^ greater kU/b the Napoleon advent of greatest signi

ficance for Near Eastern affairs. Since Peter the $reat and 

his famous "Political Testament"* the foreign policy of Russia 

had been primarily and perpetually directed toward the Near 

last. It had been pointed out what Tsarian Katherine planned 

to do in the Near last and it should be worth while mention

ing that Tzar Alexander made another scheme in 1801 by which 

it was decided that the territory of Turkey had to be devid- 

ed into small states united among themselves into a Federa

tion, over which the Russian emperors would have exercise 6f 

supreme authority. In the case of Austrian dissatisfaction 

with such a solution of the Rear Eastern problem, there was 

further provided to give her that part of Croatia, whioh was
V

under Turkey, part of Bosnia, Valachiá, Belgrad and Ragusa. 

Russia would obtain the city of Cattaro, as her port in the 

Adriatic,Moldavia, island Corfu, Constantinople, Bosphorus 

and the Dardanelles. If this scheme had been realized the 

world politics would consider such a solution of the Near East 

ern problem as the worst solution. It would be so, whether 

such a solution might be looked from internal or external side 

of the Near Eastern situation. The appearance of Napoleon 

reversed such a plan. Moreover, in the year 1806, the Burklsh

Provides the annihilation of Turkish Snpire
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government had. been Induced by his diplomats to declare war 

Wf-OH,Russia, the casus belli being the Eussian intrigues in 

Panubian principalities—Moldavia and ^alachia. We shall see 

later on how "great friends!" had been Bigland and Russia, 

but now it is worth while mentioning that the English fleet 

energetically menaced Constantinople as soon as war broke 

out between Turkey and Russia. The result of this military 

campaign was the occupation of both principalities by Russian 

army and the continued state of war between Persian* and 

Russian forces.

B: Austria and Turkey.

It was already pointed out that the battle of Vienna 

signified one among most favored dates on the calender of 

the Christian struggles against Turkey. We have also seen 

that after the'defeat of Turkey’s armies at Vienna, there 

occurred a series of battles (Muchatik/1687; Belgrade 1688; 

2enta 1697). These victories and s good many others of less 

significance compelled Turkey to make a treaty of CarlovivaC. • 

in 1699, by which Turkey gave up to Austria the whole of 

Hungary, Transilvania, greater part of Slavonia and Croatia.

In the second and third decades of the eighteenth century they 

renewed wars and conquered Batclka and Banat, northern part 

of Serbia and kittle Valaovia. Austrian success might have

* When war broke out between Turkey and Russia the French 
Ambassador advised Porte to send troops to help Persian state 
against Russia.
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been of far reaching importance had not Frenoh and Austrian 

dynasties been in quarrels more than 200 years. Due to suoh 

a fact France had used all within her power to encourage 

Turkey to fight against Austria. Austria having an enemy on' 

both sides, Turkey and France, found to be best for her to 

oreate an alliance with Russia. She did so in 1726. This 

alliance lasted more than a century. Thw wars of 1736-39 

and 1787-91 against Turkey brought a little success to Russia 

and nothing to Austria. Almost in all actions of Austria 

against Turkey the French diplomacy was wise and able enough 

to make those actions futile. In the same year, when the 

disappearance of Venise from the Peloponese occurred, the 

Austrian monarchy appeared to assume her heritage on the 

Adriatic. The treaty of Campo-Formio in 1797, handed over 

the Dalmatian powsessinn of Venice to Austria and simultan

eously the Mentioned treaty inaugurated Austlia as a Balkan 

state. By such an act, instead of first Hear Bast problem 

had been created also the second Austrian-Hungarian problem, 

both being covered by the mask of great powers diplomacy in 

the Hear Bast.

C: Ihgland and Turkey,

Sven before the foundation of her Indian empire Bigland 

had been interested in the Hear Bast owing to her large 

trade. But despite her commerce she,twlike Russia and Austria,
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didn't see any strong reason for her interest of greater 

Importance in Turkey. English diplomats in Constantinople 

bribed many times the highest Turkish official; the Baglish 

fleet bombarded Constantinople, as it was already pointed 

out. The bribery and military intervention had been made 

either for purpose of Austria ar Russia, because, until the 

end of the eighteenth century, Ehgland, or rather say her 

statesmen, did not understand that moscovite aggrandisement 

in those days would signify later on the "great danger" for 

her Indian Bnpire. In the year 1791 for the first time, an 

Bhgllsh stateaman, Pitt, tried to declare war to Russia for 

the maintainance of the balance of power, but his pro ject had 

been suddenly declared null and void by English Parliament.

v D: Prance and ®urkey.

France never before in her history was taking such an 

energetic Attitude in her foreign policy as it had happened 

pending those days, when Austria and Russia began, on one 

side, to deliver shock after shock to Turkish army, and, on 

the other side, to make the partition of Poland. In those 

days French policy was anxious to protect Poland and Turk^r, 

too. To do so there were many reasons. To account those 

reasons concerning Poland we are not in extensio. However, 

concerning the French attitude toward Turkey we say that 

France had been for many centuries the traditional ally of
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of the Turkish empire. Francis I, at the very beginning of 

his reign, had made a scheme to partition Turkey, but being 

confronted with many troubles gave up such a plan and founded 

the first alliance between Turkey and France, or say between 

the French ruler end that of Turkey, because in those days 

the prinoess, Kings and emperors possessed the "Devine Bight" 

upon the earth. The successors of Francis prolonged this

alliance with a few intervals. The Kings of France used to 

be called "^adishaoh", because they had many times such in

fluence in Turkish internal and external affairs as Sultans 

or even more powerful than Sultans and Portes. It was point

ed out that for over two hundred years the French dynasty 

and that of Austral had been in perpetual quarrels, disputes 

and antagonism, These unftiendly relations had been the re

sult of different causes, as for instance, the disputes of 

bounderies, balance of power, religions questions and throne 

inheritance, too. The first instance of military alliance 

was demonstrated while the French and Turkish fleet bombarded 

Nice. Later on, in 1535, France succeeded in making a treaty, 

so called Capitulation. Accordingly France received per

mission to trade in all the Ottoman parts. French subjects 

were permitted to exercise free Christian religion. The French

men were very prowd of becomming guardians of the Holy Places.

In the beginning of the seventeenth century French influence 

was predominant throughout Turkish empire. The Capitulation
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of 1604, were not so sublime as those of 1535. The cause was 

because Holland, Venice and Ihgland began to overshadow Frenhh 

Influence at Port, and Frenoh trade in the Hear Tifest. More

over, in 1634, the Greeks assumed to be faithful guardians 

of the Holy Places. In 1664, French troops assisted those 

of Austria to beat the Turks. This unfriendly attitude last

ed until the beginning of the eighteenth century, when the 

old friendship had been renewed. It was already pointed out, 

that Austria and Eussia had threatened Turkey many times but 

she was saved by French diplomats, and the treaty of Belgrad 

turned Serbia to Turkey for three generations. The French 

military and diplomatic influence in Turkey was the dominating 

factor until that already mentioned treaty Kutchuk-Kainjardji, 

of 1774, had been concluded, which ruined French influence 

end substituted for it that of Eussia. It was also pointed 

out that the French diplomats succeeded in inducing Turkey to 

declare war on Eussia for the sake of Poland. In the year 

1740 it was France, which made a pact of defence between Sweed

en and Turkey. As & result of this pact Sweedish army march

ed to capture Petrograd, while Eussian armies were quelling 

Turkish forces at all battle fields. French influence upon 

Turkish empire until 1774 had been stronger than of any other 

power. It is a real fact and the capitulations had been re

newed in 1581, 1597, 1604, 1740, but since the French revolu-
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tion broke out for a few years her influence was somehow 

neglect ed, although' the French civilization, by means of 

French emigres, had been greatly felt upon the Ottoman 

empire, during the era of Napoleon it was clearly noticed 

that the Frenoh diplomats in Constantinople had been more 

predisposed toward the Greeks than the Turks. Accordingly, 

Bonaparte was regarded as a deliverer of the Hellenic race. 

The French expedition in Egypt ceased cold-blooded policy 

between France and Turkey. This act was a just cause of war 

between the two traditional allies. Greeks, considering 

Napoleon as their "national leader", alarmed anbitions of 

Russia, and when later on the scheme of France showed that 

the policy had been made clear, then, Russia, Turkey and 

Ehgland declared war on France. The result was that the 

Ionian island which had been previously occupied by Napoleon
V

had been taken by Turkey and Russia, and French commerce in 

the levant had been entirely ruined. How French commerce had 

been developed in the Near East can be seen from many official 

reports sent out by Turkish councils to Frenoh government. 

These reports almost always used to point out " fti matiere de 

commerce l’Orient nous rendait tous le services d’une vast 

et flonrissante colony."

France had been able to see prior to England what Russian 

plans have to do in the Near, Middle and Far Efests. If modern 

means of transportation, communication and modern technic in
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in armament had been developed in those as in present days, 

there is no doubt that many disastrous wars would be fought 

between France and Eussia as well as between France end Aus

tria. These wars would be principally on account of inheri

tance of Turkey. However, owing to primitive method of trans

portation and armament of those ¿Lays, it has happened that 

neither Eussia nor France, nor Austria, could roast, carve 

and ea^t meat of the turkey, nor even use sufficiently its 

feathers for their pillows. In other words, all of them had 

employed every kind of ultima ratio in order to become a real 

master of the Near Bast but later events entirely spoiled 

their foxy plans and ad ultimo, ruined their "vital interests” 

in almost the whole of the Near last.

v Germany and Turkey.

During the conflicts of powers we spoke of, Germany 

was not as yet United to step in the dance with other big 

states against Turkey. Prussian policy was directed prim

arily to the enternal question of Prussia and the national 

movement of the whole of German people. Anyhow, the great 

Elector tried to employ the Danubian principalities against 

foland, while the same was not as yet fully partitioned. 

Prussia and Austria were somehow in an unfriendly relation

and Prussian diplomats in Constantinople were constantly
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giving advice to Porte from time to time, to disturb or even 

attack Austria. Russian success in the Rast and South did 

not have any vslue nor arouse jealousy of Prussia toward 

Russia. In 1787-91 there was formed a triple alliance among 

Prussia, Holand, and Shglend whole main purpose was to check 

the Austro-Russian combinations end wars against Turkey. The 

founder of this alliance was the Prussian Bnperor Frederick 

William II. It is a known fact that Prussia In those days, 

l.e., prior to the dawn of the ninteenth century did not have 

any aspiration in the Near Fast "but have had a strong demand 

for compensation in Sirope for gains, the other powers ob

tained in the Near, middle and far Bast or elsewhere outside 

of Eiropian territory.

At the beginning of the minteenth century we find four 

great powers which had been directly or indirectly effected 

by the Eastern question. Italy was still in a state of pro

vinces and Prussia was only of the second rank and almost of 

no importance. It was seen from the previous expostition how 

these four great powers; Russia, France, Austria and Ehgland, 

played their roles towards the Eastern question. In the follow 

ing pages of these papers will be seen how these four plus two 

more, Italy and Germany, proceeded in complicating the Rear 

Bast Problem, or tried to bring about its temporal or per

petual solution. The World Politics must not and cannot tafee
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in good sense any of those previous dealings of world powers. 

Nevertheless, the $orld Politics must count with black as 

well as with white pages in order to reach raidea aurea in 

international problems and settlements of world internal and 

external affairs.
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CHAPTER V

THE NEAR EASTERN PROBLEM IN NAPOLEON’S ERA

ETiom the very beginning of the nineteenth century to the 

end of the first quarter of the present oentury the general 

situation in the Near EJast as well es In the entire world had 

taken suoh a course of development, that could neither be fore

seen by the greatest statesmen nor be prophesied by anyone who 

had endeavored to meet the future events of mankind by means of 

geography, history, mathematics, scholastic speculative or even 

experimental philospphy or by the influence of race, climate and 

environment. Despite the fact that a good many historians had 

been inclined to assert that history of human race is always 

turning around but one fixed point, we, contrary to their aff

irmations, ere inclined to say that memorial events, which hap

pened in the meantime from the dawn of XIX century to the pre

sent days had clearly demonstrated and witnessed, too, that his

tory of mankind does not run around one point as our globe around 

"8Xle”, but, due to the influence of rapid growth of population 

all over the earth and the extent of individual necessities from 

most primitive to the most tiiodera times for self-existance and 

self-preservation, shows a faet that history is turning around
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many points. In other words, there are not only internal 

causes hut a good many external causes which makes modern 

history and rejects the old opinion of "turning around one 

fixed point." As a criterian of this instance we shall see 

in the following representation of the Near Eastern question 

where we go, and how history runs not only wi th us mortals 

but with the other immortals and their fate.

The appearance of military genius of Napoleon Bonaparte 

on the face of the earth had opened new pages of modern history 

and indicated entirely different trend of World Politios to

wards the Near Elast. Napoleon is a child horn hy the French 

revolution, which, In the era of the last quarter of the eight

eenth century, had more frightened and convulsed the monachi- 

cel regime of Ehrope than the waves of Russian revolution of 

1917 the existing capitalistic regime and international order 

of the entire world. Napoleon’s ambitions were not directed 

to make more complications in the Near Sfest, nor to solve its 

problem, but merely to humiliate the enemies of France and to 

put all states of the world before his victorious and emperial 

knees. Spain, provinces of Italy, Prussia and particularly 

Great Britain, Austria and Russia had become not only afraid 

but almost dead from new danger imposed upon them by the new 

conqueror, who, in order to reach his goals, did not select 

the means. For Austria and Russia the interests evolved in the
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Hear 5<ast compared with progressive conquests and ambitions of 

Napoleon had become as the pala light of the moon or of any 

other planet compared with that bringt light of the sun. 

Napoleon Bonaparte, as general of the French Revolution, had 

announced to his government in 1797, that Ionian islands, are 

of the greatest interest to France than the whole of Italy.

He said so, because he firmly believed that the possession of 

those islands will make France the mistress of Levant and the 

Adriatic, and will participate the downfall of Turkish Unpire, 

which was considered to be at the very eve of partition. More

over, he was ad ultimo convinced that the occupation of these 

islands will simultaneously signify the possession of Egypt 

and from Egypt the conquest of Assia and Africa. His govern

ment called in those days ’’Directorium" met his advise, and he 

without hesitation took Malta in the Mediterranean sea and 

from there went to Egypt which had been overrun by his army in 

1798. This stroke was not directed so much against Turkey as 

against England, because French army occupied the Isth^mus otf 

Suez and France became a real mistress of the Red Sea. She also 

now was looking for further extent of her suooess in the Near, 

Middle and Far Fasts. Ehgland had been highly disturbed by 

this advent of France and succeeded in Inducing Turkey to enter 

war against France. Napoleon seized this opportuhity and march

ed against Syria. In many battles he inflicted a crushing de

feat upon Turkey but his great scheme to connuer Turkey and then
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to attack his enemies in Ehrope from east and west completely 

failed down, ^hile his army in the Near and Middle Ehsts was 

picking thefLowers of victories, the political situation in 

Europe had been changed. Namely, Great Britain, Russia, Pru

ssia, Naples, Portugal and Turkey had framed the Second Coal

ition inflictiva good many shocks to gym 3 of France. Nap

oleon, upon hearing of the had situation in France, suddenly 

and secretly returned home in 1800. His return signified not 

only coup d’etat, which made him almighty master of France, hut
I

it also signified that his "leading star" had appeared at the 

horizon of his glory and victory.* His first duty was to re

turn the moral in his army. Accordingly, in a few battles 

with Austria his army triumphed and compelled Austria to make 

peace in 1801. His next duty was to separate Russia from coal-
V

ition and his success in this matter was assured. According 

to an agreement made with Russia it was provided that an ex

pedition of the French and Russian armieB had to be sent to 

British India, to conquer it and divide between these two po

wers. This plan entirely failed, because it was impossible to 

send an army on so long a journey and Russian Tzar Paul had 

been suddenly assassinated. By this time the Ehglish troops 

landed in Ejgypt and defeated the Frenchmen. AC00rding to the 

peace treaty of Amien, 1802, Egypt had been restored to Turkey

* It is asserted by many writers that Napoleon had been very 
superstitious and believed in a star of his fate, which pro
tects him and shows him the ways of happiness, greatness and 
victories, too.
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and the Ionian Islands obtained a fcind of federation under the 

joint protection of Turkey and Russia. France became recon

ciled with Turkey and the French agents had been sent to in

quire after the channels of trade in Turkey. Agents returned 

and reported an excellent outlook for trade, They also begged 

Napoleon to send a few troops in order to reconquer Igypt.

This report had been published. Its publication aroused a 

great grim from the side of ihgland. This publication was 

but a skillful intrigue of Napoleon to induce ihgland for a 

declaration of war, what really occured in May 1803. Indeed, 

Napoleon used to sleep but a four hour night. All other times 

he endeavored to move all over earth as his star was moving 

throughout space of the Universe. Birope noticed what Napo

leon was planning. Ihgland, Russia and Austria formed the 

Third Coalition in 1805. In the battle of Aus t relit*- Napoleon
V

annihilated the army of the third coalition. Austria had been 

«impelled to conclude for her most humilating treaty of Pfcfcs- 

burgh. Napoleon obtained Dalmatia and Istria minus Triest. 

Venetia was forwarded to the new Kingdom of Itsly. After this 

treaty Napoleon crushed the Prussian army and in triumph en

tered Berlin. His army was picking wreath sfter wreath of 

victories but his fleet had been captured and drowned by the 

Biglish in the famous battle of Cape Trafalgar. From ^erling 

he issued his "decret blocus continental” in order to ruin the 

Ihglish trade at continent of Birope and Agía. His diplomats
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in Constantinople induced Porte to declare war upon Eussia 

and England in 1806. This declaration was welcomed to Russia, 

who at once occupied the Lanubian principalities. On the other 

side, the Ehglish fleet threatened Constantinople in March 

1807. Napoleon considered Persia, Turkey and the entire of 

Asia Minor as a small bridge across which was necessary to 

cross in order to reach the great goals in conquering Aaita 

and expelling the Ehg"1 ish bnpire from India.

a. The Liberation of Serbia and Causes of Insurrections.

A great wave drives ahead of the smaller waves. A breeze 

of the democracy of the French revolution and the great share 

of the influence of Napoleon conquests and victories had been 

strong oauses that a good many riots, rebels and insurrections 

broke out all over'the Turkish empire. The Turkish subjects, 

as it was pointed out, were of different raoes, religions, and 

nationalities. The fate of all other subjects, save those of 

Turkish religion, was a tragic one in every way. The Turkish 

religion and customs could not tolerate the others, and its 

national feeling could not march arm under arm with the others. 

The Turkish system of government was more rotten and corrup- 

t/^ and unbearable than that of Spain in South America prior 

to the rise for independence in 1806. The Turkish pashas and 

Kadyas were the real brethern of Spanish vice-roys in South
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America. Like those dozens of Kings of South America, so 

these pashas and Kadyas used to say and repeat: "we hear all 

what Sutan and Porte ordered hut don’t follow their orders." 

The state of self-preservation of all those un mohammedan 

peoples was moving from had to worst. The repeated inter

ventions of foreign policy into Turkish internal affairs did 

not help those subordinated peoples, hut on the contrary their 

had position had been made worse. Sultan Selim III (1789-1808) 

had done his best in order to improve general conditions of 

administration in his empire hut, unfortunately, his efforts 

in that direction were like small straws among the forces of 

cyclones, because universal corruption was rooted all over 

Turkey from the smallest clerk of the community to the grand 

Visir, who was a second head of the Turkish Snpire. Not only 

those Christian hut a good many of the Mohamedan peoples were
V

exposed to a real tyranny of their masters. The heavy taxa

tions, had and oorrupt/ye system of administration, the cap

ture of tl e Christian females for Turkish harems and the tak

ing away of the Christian young males for the Turkish axmy 

had been a usual course of life of those Christian peoples. 

Moreover, masacare after masacre for more than five centuries 

had followed each other as pictures of movigg follow one after 

another. Turkish despotism, and tyranny whose pestiferrous 

nest was in Constantinople had been protected by Allah’s 

Koran and supported by bayonets of wild Asiats plus the shame

ful and silly intrigues, jealousy, suspicion, rivalry, antag
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onism, hatred and wars of the Siropian "cultured"! and "civ

ilized” and big powers. Being in such a bad condition there 

was a question: what to do because moments had come to be or 

not to be. And there is no doubt that human individuals are 

alike other individuals of the flora’s and fauna’s empires, 

i.e., they have to find 8 possibility for their existance and 

prosperity or they have to face even the very tragic end of 

their existance. This is natural and simultaneously universal 

law, whose dogmas remain for ever imperative, unchangeable, and 

whose everlasting character can neither be denied nor made ar

tificial. Those badly treated subjeots of Turkey, being under 

the above described conditions tried to escape the unbarable 

burden imposed upon their weak shoulders or to die. That was 

and still is raison d’etre, which runs around many points of 

the ancient, mfediveal, and modern history.
V

The Sultans of Tnrkey had never been the chief head of 

the executive, legislative nor judicial power. By the same 

words may be characterized his government, Porte. How loosely 

had been interpreted the orders of both the Sultan and Porte 

could be noticed in 3gypt, where the sovereignty of Sultans had 

been kept guasi--a.live only by the dangerious device of setting 

a poacher to watch the game. In Syria and Palestina the tyranny 

had been exercised in the name of Sultans, Koran, Mohamed and 

even illah. In different Pashaluks, governerships of Hiropian 

Turkey, i.e., particularly at Balkans had been created the
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Portes above Porte and tyranny of tyrannies. And the fate of 

s house with many ’’celestial" masters is very known long ago.

During the first years of Napoleonic era the most dread

ful position of affairs had "been in Serbia. The people of 

Serbia had suffered more then even they could tolerate. But 

when their toleration went to an ultimate shame snd extermin

ation they rose against the Turkish yoke in 1804. The leader 

of this first insurrection w«s George Petrovich, often called 

"Kara-George".* A few decades before the insurrection took 

place his family had come from Montenegro which did not see 

and fe'd the horrors of Turkish despotism and tyranny. Kara- 

George insurrection was crowned with success, because the 

Turkish garrisons and authorities in Serbia had been wiped out 

and Russia intervened at Porte in favor of Serbia. The insur

rections were gradually spread all over Balkans; but, in the
V

year 1813 the Turks again reconquered Serbia and her leader and 

national hero scarcely escaped death by running to Austria.

Two years later the second insurrection, under the Duke Milosh 

Obrenovioh, took place and a kind of quasi-independence had been 

secured to Serbia. In the year 1817 a national assembly met at 

Belgrade which elected Obrenovioh dynasty as a heridetary one.

In the year 1826, the Greek insurrection took place. Russia 

intervened by force of arms against Turkey and in favor of Greece.

* Kara means Turkish "Black". The Turks gave him such a nick
name not because his physiognomy was black but because his acts 
against the enem^ were horrible. In days of insurrections he 
used to order: Kill them souls, because they were killing our
body and souls, too’."
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Ae a consequence of this intervention the treaty was nego

tiated between Moscovite and Constantinople governments. In 

Accordance with this treaty Serbia assumed obligation to be 

under protectorat of Eussia. Three years later the Serbian 

autonomy had been completely achieved. Such an act brought in 

existance another Serbian State. Since this time both Serbian 

States, Serbia and Montenegro, slowly but constantly and en

ergetically worked toward the creation of another Serbian em

pire which would be more potent and larger than that of Eushan 

the Creat. Their mutual work united with assistance of friend

ly states of the world, had been crowned with complete success 

at the end of 1918, when Jugo-Slavia or officially called the 

Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slavenes had been created.

We also must point out that the Serbs had been and still are 

one among leading factors toward complication and solution of
V

the Near East problem. Their role in good and bad sense of 

the world Politics can be neither neglected nor denied.

A. (Continued).

From Berlin Napoleon started to Eussia and defeated her 

army.in 1^02. Russia appealed for peace and Napoleon anxious

ly accepted it because he was planning great struggles against 

England, which really was his real opponent at land and sea.

In order to isolate England from her allies, Napoleon succeeded 

in meeting the Eussian Bnperor Alexander, /.t that meeting
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Napoleon proposed, to dismember Prussia, annihilate British 

Bnpire and partion Turkey. While they took the question of the 

pert it ion of Turkey they could, not reach any satisfactory re

sult but Napoleon said to Alexander: "C’est un decret de la 

Provi dance, qui m'annonce que 1* empire turk ne pent plus ex© 

ister".* His words were of a good prophet, hut had been realiz

ed a century later. As a result of this meeting was the ne

gotiation of a treaty of Tilsit by which Napoleon assumed ob

ligation of helping Russia to expel Turkey from her Boropian 

Bnpire if peace within three months cannot be reached with Tur

key, which still was in war with Russia. However, when the 

question of partition of the Turkish territory appeared there 

had been much quarreling between the Russian and French states

men. The Russian Bnperor through his representatives at this 

conferance announced that: "Constantinople is the key of my
V

house." The same he said for Posphorus and Dardanelles, too.

For Napoleon Constantinople and Turkey was but a bridge across 

which it was necessary to pass over in order to obtain a biger 

key,Le., he wanted British India and the rest of Asia plus the 

whole of Sirope and Africa. Both emperors were good and shrewd 

diplomats but their diplomatic mathematics always showed wrong 

Results. Alexander was planning to have Napoleon as a mighty 

■tool of Bis ambitions, but lol Napoleon thought the same and 

their mutual theories entirely ended, when Russia and Turkey re-

♦
t

F. Briault: la Question Crient-p. 91.
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newed wars end. Napoleon refused to comply according to "hon-st" 

obligations of the treaty. Moreover, Napoleon induced Turkey to 

prolong war and made quiok and secret preparation in order to 

overrun Russia by uneffected attacks of his irion snd victorious 

legions. In May 1812, the peace treaty between Russia and Turkey 

had been concluded. In accordance to, Russia obtained Bessarabia 

end •Turkejr had secured to hold; her garrisons in a few fortresses 

of Serbia. This act aroused among the Serbé quite a share of 

dissatisfaction end antipathy against Russia. Napoleon, in ac

cordance with his scheme of conquests and victories invadedRussia and 

'reached Moskva in winter 1812, Upon receiving theie a disastrous 

blow from Russian fordes, then he and his defeated army were re

turning beck to France. The Russian army had been joined with 

those of Prussia, Austria, and Ifogland which armies with the 

"viribus unitis" ended the fate of a most ambitious conqueror.

After the career of Napoleon was over the famous congress of 

'Vienna met in 1815. In accordance to the treaty of this meeting 

it was agreed b’T Russia, Austria, Prussia and Bigland that 

Austria as an heir of Venice have to obtain those provinces ar

ound the northern basin of the Adriatic sea and Dalmatia with 

adjacent islands. The Tonion Islands, after a long discussion, 

were erected into an independent state under the protection of 

England. The success of Austria at Vienna’s congress will lead 

her, of course later on, to a great quarrel with the South Slaves, 

Italy, Russia and to the renaissance of a strong Italian and
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Serbian ÍM4,déntism, which will creat more complications in 

the problem of the Kear Bast and inaugurate another problem of 

dismemberment of the Austrian Bapire, what occured at the end 

of the war;; in 1918.
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CHAPTER VI.

FROM VIENNA TO BERLIN CONGRESS 

(1815-1878)

When the Ottomans conquered the whole of the Balkan Pen

insula the torch of liberty remained only in Montenegro. The 

light of that torch moved to . Serbia and from Serbia to Greece, 

Bulgaria, Roumenia, etc. In the previous chapter it was seen 

how Serbia obtained her independence. The main purpose of 

this chapter is to show how Greece, Bulgaria and Roumenia ob

tained their independence, and what attitude the biropian po-
V

were had taken toward such an act, toward Egypt’s question in 

particular and toward the Near Etestern problem in general.

A: The Liberation of Greece.

In 1821, Prince Alexander Fypsilanti started an insurrect

ionary movement in Moldavia and unfurled the flag of Greek in

dependence. This movement at the north had been crushed down 

by the Turks in the same year. However, while this northern 

rising Was in the eve of death the southern rising in Morea 

was in the very beginning. In April 1821 a general massacre of
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Moslems began. This massa-re of Morea had been followed by a. 

cruel reprisals against Christians all over Turkey. Russia 

made protest after protest at Porte against such an act of 

cruelty. The war seemed inevitable but the other powers tried 

to avoid it by Mutual pressure upon the Sultan. However, war 

between Russia And Turkey was avoided for awhile, but Greeks did 

not stop fighting. Their success at land was not so great as 

that at sea reached by their gallant fleet, which under the comm

and of admiral Kanaris inflicted a crushing blow upon the Turks. 

On January 1, lfc22 a national assembly met in a wood near Ifc- 

idaurHs, where the independence of the Greeks had been proclaim

ed, and provisional government in Morea had been established. 

Bigland recognized the Greeks as belligerents in 1823, but it 

was due to injuries inflicted upon the English commerce by the 

Turks. In 1824 Sultan asked the help of his powerful vassal 

Mehmed Mi of Igypt, who sent help to crush down all £reek 

forces and invaded all Greeks which just saw a light of liberty. 

The Greeks were in desparate position. They asked protection of 

Ihgland but she was deaf. Her diplomacy was just anxious to per

suade Russia not to run in dangerous war against Turkey for the 

sake of the Greeks. Accordingly, a treaty between Russia and 

Ihgland had been concluded in 1826 by which both of them re

nounced "any augmentation of territory and any exclusive influ

ence or any superior commercial advantages in Turkey." Greece

k
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had to become Independent State under the protectorat of Turkey 

end under obligation to pay tribute to Porte. This treaty was 

but a peace of paper, ^ussia despite this agreement sent ulti

matum to Turkey for evacuation of Danubian principalities. Tur

key yielded to the Russian demands by granting large concessions 

in regard to principalities and Serbia. This was achieved by the 

treaty of Okerman, October 7, 1$26. Concerning the situation in 

Greece, Turkey, though in era of bad internal affairs due to the 

insurrections in Greece and the revolts of lanitssaxles,* showed 

no signs of accepting mediation unless backed by force. The 

Ihglish statesman Canning proposed to Eussia for mutual medition 

at Porte for the purpose of Greece. Prussian and Austrian di

plomacy lead by the capable diplomat Metternich tried to oppose 

such steps against Turkey. However, France, ihgland and Eussia 

concluded the treaty of London in the month of July 1827. In 

accordance with the articles of this treaty an immediate armis

tice was to be offered to both belligerents—Turkey and Greece.

In a case of not accepting their medititation it was agreed "to 

exert all the means which circumstances may suggest to their 

prudence". The medition had been accepted by Greece but re

fused by the Porte. The Turkish refusal was followed by a 

naval battle of Gulf of Navarino in which allied fleet destroy

ed and drowned that of Turkey. Two months before this struggle

The military oligarchy in Turkey
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occured. Canning died.. Eis death opened another page of ihglish 

politics toward the ^ear Eastern Question. Namely, new ihglish 

government under Wellington's guidance was anxious of preserving 

the independence and integrity of Turkey. This new trend of 

ihglish policy encouraged Turkey to remain stubborn in her action 

against Greece. Moreover, Sultan Mohamad denounced any validity 

to Akerman Convention and on December 20, 1&27 declared a Holy 

war upon the infidels. The fate of Greece and simultaneously of 

other Christians throughout Turkey was more than disparate as 

Eussia, VolenSiRNolens, had to accept the challenge of Turkey by 

declaring war to her in April 26, 1828. An army of Eussia oc

cupied principalities and her navy entered the Dardanelles, 

ihgland and France were not ^ully disposed to approve the is

olated action of Russia but anyhow they concluded a treaty 

to undertake an action against Turkey’s forces in Morea. French 

forces compelled those of Egyptian Dasha to evacuate Morea. 

According to the treaty concluded in London, 1828, it was agreed 

that Greece should become "an autonomous but tributary state 

governed by a prince selected by the Dowers.” On the other side 

Eussian forces finally succeeded in crushing down the Turkish 

resistance on all fronts. On August 14, 1829, Adrianople, the gate 

of Constantinople et the Biropian side of the Turkish snpire had 

been taken by the Russian. Exactly a month later the treaty of 

Adrianople was concluded. In diplomatic history of the Near East
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the significance of this treaty is inferior only to those of 

Kainardji, Berlin, 1878 and those following the Balkan wars of 

1912-14 snd the great war, i.e., the treaties of Versailles,

St. Germain Trianon, Neuilly and particularly of SevreB and Lau

sanne. According to the treaty of Adrianople all neutral vessels 

obtained freedom of navigation in the Blank sea and on the Danube. 

Moldavia and Valachia obtained an autonomy under the protectorate 

of Russia. Russian traders and commerce in Turkey had to be 

under the exclusive jurisdiction of Russian councils. But the 

most important thing that this treaty achieved was that Turkey 

acknowledged the independence of Greece. It is worthwhile to 

mention that pending the negotiation of this treaty and especial

ly during the London conference, February 1830, when the question 

of Greece had been actuelly settled Great Britain endeavored by 

all means to creat Greek territory as small as possible. She did
V

so because she was afraid that in Great ambitions of Russia to

wards the Near, Middle and even Far Sfest, the stronger Greece 

would serve as an excellent support to such Russian policy.

B: The Great .Power9 and Fgypt

L’%ypt taut moins par 
elle-meate qw par sa situa
tion.

C. de Feycinat.

Mr. C. de Feycinet says that igypt would be almost useless 

if it is not located where it is. In more moderate words the
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same may be said for all the era of the Near Bast.

It was already pointed out that the Sultan caLled Mechmed

Ali Pasha of Igypt to save the Turkish empire from the Hellenic 

danger and internal disorder. This Mechmed Ali was an Albanian 

by jus soli et sanguinis, and from 1805 to 1849 this "illiterate 

savage" as Napoleon "baptised" him was the real ruler of Efeypt, 

though was bound to his Sovereign Sultans. Hie army was organ

ized by French officers and conquered Arabia. . Sudan and the Holy 

cities of Llecca and Medina were recovered to the Sultans, and, 

while invading Syria Í1832-3), the ^orte was greatly alarmed by 

Mechmed Ali progress, because at this moment it seemed that even 

Constantinople would soon be at his mercy. Mechmed Ali tried 

to assure the Sultan that his military expedition has no other 

purpose but to ehastise Abdulah Pashe,"who many times insulted 

my beard whitened in the ssrvice of you, oh mighty Padishah."

His assurance of loyalty was in vain. The Sultan declared war 

to Mechmed but in two heavy struggles the 3ultan’s forces had 

been quelled, and victorious army of Mehmed was marching toward 

Constantinople. The Sultan pleaded for help of the powers. All 

other powers save Russia had been preoccupied b'r domestic affairs. 

The Russian fleet, after long hesitation of the Sultan to .accept 

8s aid the "everlasting foe", anchored before Constantinople.

This earnestly alarmed France and Bngland and asked Sultan to 

procure its withdrawal. Russia refused to accept the advise.
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She did bo "because her prevailing opinion was that, if Con» 

stantinople is to he taken by igjrptians, it would be more dif

ficult for her to obtain its possession from them than from the 

weak hands of the Sultan and Forte. Ag great powers were not 

able to force the Russian return, they succeeded in forcing 

Mehmed. to conclude the treaty with the Sultan on April 8, 1833, 

by which Mehmed All obtained Syria, Aleppo and Damascus. By 

this act the drama was not yet played out. Namely, Russia con

tinued to land her forces at Constantinople and succeeded in 

making so-called Unkiar-Skelessi treaty (July 8, 1833), wlich 

actually placed the Ottoman "Snpire under military protectorship 

of Russia. The other significance of this treaty was in free 

navigation of Russian merchant and military marine, thrcnogh 

straits of Bossphorus and Dardanelles to the Mediterranean , 

while the Black sea had been fully closed to other big powers
v-

8nd became but a Russian lake as in the present days the Carra- 

bien Sea is nothing else than a great lake of the United States 

of America. France and Sigland protested at Petrograd and Con

stantinople too. They even sent a joint fleet against Constan

tinople. The war would seem inevitable but was avoided on ac

count of domestic troubles in all of these powers. However, it 

must be born in mind that Austria offered her meditation and as 

a result of it the emperors of Austria and Eussia met at Mun

ch engrats (September 18, 1833). The result of this conference

was an agreement between two powers to secure the integrity of
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Turkey from aspiration of Egyptian invador. From 1834-8 the 

diplomatic bombardment among all big powers reached its climax.

By words all of these powers had been great friends of Turkey but 

it reality nobody knows, who was the greatest enemy. The Turkish 

statesmen had already foreseen what kind of a drama is going to 

be played at the ^sar East and they invited Prussian officers of 

the army to reorganize the Turkish army. The organization of 

the army just began when the Sultan declared war upon Egypt. His 

army was again and again defeated by forces of Mehmed Ali. Neg

otiation for peace began between S&ypt and Turkey and the Powers 

again put their long fingers in action by prohibiting Turkey to 

enter any negotiation with rgypt without assent of the Powers.

Up to this time, 1839, France and Bigland were acting mutually in 

checking Russian ambitions. But now ’’very cordial friendship” 

had failed, because^ France was anxious to obtain Protectorship 

over Egypt and England was more afraid for such an act than from 

a possfession of Constantinople by Russia. After a long exchange 

of diplomatic notes the Quadruple treaty of London (July 15, 1840) 

was concluded. In accordance to, England, Russia, Austria and 

Prussia agreed to force their terms upon Mehmed Ali if he does 

renew his attacks against Turkey. This treaty aroused profound 

indignation in France. Mehmed refused to agree to the submitted 

terms. AUBtria and Ehgland sent a part of their fleet to out 

off communication between Egypt and Egyptian army in Palestine. 

Mehmed Ali applied for protection of France, but was in vain.
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He gave up all conquests in Asia Minor and retained only what 

he had before in %ypt. Porte recovered Syria, Crete, Arabia, 

and Egypt remained under sovereignty of the Sultan. Then, another 

treaty of London was signed, on July 1841. In this treaty France 

also took part. While negotiation was taking place, France de

manded to obtain protectorate o'tfer %ypt. Eussia also demanded 

over all of Turkey "when France over Egypt". Both demands were 

futile. The main point reached by mentioned treaty was that 

Dardanelles and Bosphorus should be closed to all foreign ships 

of war.

As It was pointed out, the Pashaluok of Egypt remained as 

a vassalage of Turkey, but its fate by it was not finally settled 

and even today, after nearly one century, the Egyptian question 

remains a "hot bed" of World Politios.

C: The Crimean War and treaty of Paris.

The jealousy, intrigues, mistrusts, special and general 

interests of the Ehropian Powers in the Near Ebst was and still 

is a long confused story. Day by day it was effected, since the 

middle of the eighteenth to the middle of the nineteenth century, 

that the Hear Ehstern question will reach solution either in good 

or bad sense of World Politics. Such a solution was expecting 

but unfortunately was not reached. On the contrary, the compli

cation in this problem by every day was becoming more serious.

That complication was manifested in the Crimean war which was
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fought between Eussia, on one side, and Turkey, Sigland, France, 

Austria and Italian provinces of Sardinia, on the other side.

The cause of war was the question of influence by the Latin monks 

and those of Greek orthodox church upon the Holy places in Turkey. 

According to previous treaties, it was pointed out, that Russia, 

France and England successively had obtained right to protect 

their churches in Turkey. Moreover, it was mentioned that Eussia 

had obtained exclusive right of protecting all Greeks in Turkey. 

Bussia demanded exeroise of such a right in the future as in the 

past but the other powers under the leadership of ^lgland and 

France induced Forte to declare war upon Russia. It was on 

October 5, 1853. The other mentioned Powers came to support 

Turkey, early the next year. The result of war, which ended by 

the end of 1855, was that Eussia had been defeated by her sisters, 

great Powers and Peace Treaty of Paris had been signed. Accord

ing to the treaty, Turkey had been admitted to participate in 

the publio law and concert of Birope; sijt powers, of course, with 

the King of Sardinia were engaged to respect and to guarantee the 

independence and territorial integrity of Turkey. The Sultan, 

on his part, promised to ameliorate conditions of all subjects 

“without distinction of creed and race"; the Black sea was neu

tralized and was open to mercantile marines of all nations; there 

should be no fortifications on its coasts; Kars went to Turkey and 

Cremea to Bussia; the navigation of the Danube should be open to
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all nations; Moldavia and Valachia were to remAln under the 

sovereignity of the Porte and Southern Bessarabia was to be 

oeded by Russia to Moldavia; the liberties of Serbia were to be 

guarant eed.

The chief results of the Cremean war and Paris treaty had 

been the continuation of iife of the "sick man" and the first 

collision between the Great Powers of Birope. This shameful 

collision was but a prelude of a silly tragedy-comedy of all 

the civilized world, which happened a few decades later. Why 

those great Powers were giving medicines and caring for the "siok 

man"? whether it was for the purpose of beneficiating the "sick

man" as a whole, or his particular parts or----or----------for the

selfish interests of those powers?! But helas! in persuing suoh 

a direction none of those powers remembered the Latin proverb:

Quisguid agis prudenter agas et prespice finem.
V

D: The Liberation of Roumenia

Cgs 11aliens de-Danube et des 
Carpathes ont sonserve dans 
l’histoire le nome des Ftomains 
qui heur donnerent '¿ieur sang, 
leur langue et leur civilisation.

—G. Lacour Gayet.

When the Ottomans conquered the Balkan states the present 

state of Roumenia drank also her bitter glass of fate. The Turks 

by gaining control over Roumenia began to treat her people with 

Utterest cruelty, as, of course it was the case with the other
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enslaved Christians. In the previous chapter it was many times 

spoken of the Danubian Principalities Valachia and Moldavia.

These provinces of Eoumenia were passing from conqueror to con

queror since the days they were overrun by the Ottomans. These 

conquerors, besides Turkey, were Dussia and Austria. In 1821 

an insurrection broke out in Moldavia and Valachia, or say Eou- 

menia, which compelled the Turks to withdraw their governors and 

in their place substitute members of the Eoumenian nobility. In 

accordance with the peace treaty of Paris in 1856, Eoumenia ob

tained protectorate of the great powers and Bessarabia was back

ed to her. In 1857 Alexander Jon Cuza was elected to rule over 

the vfoole of Eoumenia. In 1861 the first Eoumenian parliment 

met. Prince Cuze was a man of sui generis and was anxious to 

make a good many excellent reforms. But, unfortunately, the 

paths of reforms in most cases are covered with thorfin$ The same
V

case was with Cuza, because, just while endeavoring to overcome 

the opppsition of the feudal and military parties by a coup d’etat, 

in May 2, 1864 it resulted that this act, two years later, com

pelled him to abdicate • On his place provisional government 

proclaimed Prince Philip of Flanders. He refused to be crowned 

and Prince Carol of Hohenzollern «Sigmaringen. was elected by ple

biscite. He augmented the work of Drince Cuza. His army helped 

that of Eussia against Turkey. As a reward for such help Eoumenia 

received Dobrudja from Turkey but was deprived from Besserabia, 

whilh was taken by Eussia. In 1880 Eoumenia obtained her long
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desired independence and was recognized as a Kingdom. Since that 

time until the era of the World War her foreign policy had been 

based upon the alliance of Germany, Austro-Hungary and Italy. It 

was due to her deprivation of Bessarabia which was recovered at 

the end of the World War.

S In era of the New Insurrections and Wars 

(1856-1878)

After the Crimean war Turkey took obligation to Improve 

the general conditions of the Christians and to achieve oertain 

reforms in her administration. The firman after firmans* *1had 

been issued by the Porte but antagonism, hatred, and intolerance 

among different nationalities were so rooted that all such orders 

of Turkish government remained but dead letters. Moreover, as it
V

already had been pointed out, the system of administration was 

rotten, clerks corrupted and in most oases ready to deprive of 

liberty, property and even life of those subordinated peoples.

They did so for a small eat "bakshish"?^ The Bakshish was more in

fluential than order of Porte and Sultans; it was a new almighty 

gold, a new Horan or even it was a second edition of earthly 

Mohamed 8nd Allah to whose most potent knees approached and re

spectfully bowed not ofaly authorities of less rank but the members 

of Porte and Sultans as well. The "almighty bakshish" was more 

powerful in Turkey than Mohamed and Allah, whose reign "was spread

* 1) Official Orders of the Turkish government.
*2) The gift.
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throughout the Universe"; it was more potent than "policy of 

gold" in the present human society. When the hammers of the 

bribe, dishonest, un justice, ineouality, subordination, unedu

cation, despotism and tyranny constantly beat only one anvil, 

it is certain that the anvil must burst of be smashed. Such a 

state of chaos triumphed all over the Turkish empire. She was

similar to a house, whose internal prosperity was in the hands 

of the utterest gamblers, e. e., of her authorities, and whose ex

ternal safety was guaranteeing by the’Uistipgdshed’^nurders, thiefs, 

and bandits, e. e., by the Great Powers of Birope. Is it not so? 

Certainly it 16. Being in such a situation there is no wonder 

that a candle was already lighted for the soul of late Turkey.

The liberation of Serbia, Greece, Roumenia, the reforming movement 

at Constantinople and the strong Pan-Slavistic movement all over 

Balkans offered the new causes for new insurrections in Turkey.
V

Thus in the summer of 1876 an insurrection broke out in Bosna

and Herzegovina, which at once involved in struggles against

Turkey not only Serbia and Montenegro but led Russia to another 

war against the Ottomans. After the Insurrection took place, 

but before Serbia, Montenegro and Russia took their arms against 

the powers, tried to interfere. The Austrian chancellor, Count 

Andrassy sent his note to Turkey accusing her for failure of 

carrying out reforms. This note was but a paper, and Turkish 

reforms remained but the Turkish reforms and nothing else. In 

the month of May 1876, the Austrian and Russian foreign ministers
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met at Berlin with German chancellor, ^rince Von Bismarck.

From theite they issued the Berlin memorandum by which was provid

ed to make more demands upon the Sultan and to stop fightings for 

two months. France and Italy agreed with this note which was 

sent to Turkey, but England did not approve the attitude of the 

Biropian Concert against Turkey and the memorandum remained in 

vain, "he insurrection continued. Serbia and Montenegro de

clared war upon Turkey in June 1876, and symultaneously a series 

of insurrections i roke out in Bulgaria. ^?as was raging between 

the Slaves, supported by Eussian volunteers, and Turkey, Ihgland 

tried to intervene but in vain. Eussia proposed the armed inter

vention of great powers against Turkey but in vain. Eussia be

came more intolerant by seeing how her brothers of Balkan are 

shedding blood, finally, Eussia declared war upon Aurkey on

il 24, 1876. Turkey was defeated and the treaty of San-S^f- 

ano was concluded in 1878. According to this treaty Turkey lost 

a large part of her territory, ihgland, being greatly interested 

in the Near Bast mostly on acoount of the purchase of a share of 

the Suez Canal and due to a new imperialistic policy in the 

middle and Far Basts, had made known to Eussia that any treaty 

concluded between Moscovite and Constantinople governments with

out the assent of other powers must be considered null and void. 

Austria and Germany also were alarmed by the success of Eussia, 

but Austria more than Germany. Austria and Ihgland on one side 

and Eussia on the o^her were just at the verge of war, but on June
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13, 1878 the Congress of the powers was opened et Berlin on 

the same day that the treaty had been signed. Russia was de

prived of almost all of her acquisitions during the l«.st war 

with Turkey. ihgland occupied the island of Cyprus ’’because 

Russia retained Batoum, Azdahea and Cars”; France sought for 

permission to occupy Tunis; Italy hinted at claims upon Albania 

and Tripoli; Germany, however, asked nothing, but the ’’iron” 

chancellor Blsmark did so in order to prepare the future in

fluence of his country upon the Porte. Bulgaria was deprived 

by two-thirds of that territory she received by the San-St$fsno 

treaty. Moreover, she remained under Turkish sovereignty. It 

was done so for ihgland wished so.

But the greatest mistake of this fan ous treaty was that 

the Serbian provinces 3osma and Herzegovina had been taken from 

Turkey and handed ,over to Austro-Hungaria for an undefined term. 

This mistake was a step nearer to the great clash brought between 

Pan-Germans and Pan-Slavisms.

F: The Liberation of Bulgaria

It was pointed out what Bulgaria obtained by the Berlin 

Treaty of 1878. As it was the common case of the other Balkan 

peoples, Bulgaria also, while under Turkish yoke, was under 

misery and cruelty beyond expression. The "raison” of politics 

of Biropian powers was preoccupied by mistrusts, jealousy, ha

tred, commercial and eoonomic interest and rivalry, too. The
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powers were anxious to look after their own pockets or pockets 

of s few capitalists and did not care to save neither Bulgarians 

nor millions of other peoples, who were dying out under atro

cities of wild Asiats. 2eing so, the whole of Bulgerie remained 

under the Turkish yoke until 1878, when Russia liberated all of 

Bulgarian territory but by that time was secured one third, 

owing to ’’generous" treaty of Berlin. Why Bulgaria was left so 

small by the treaty of Berlin, there is possibility to understand 

it by judging the interest of the great powers in the Near Ehat.

The first ruler of Bulgaria was Prince Alexander Von Batten

berg. In September 1885, he proclaimed the union of Bulgaria 

and Eastern Roumelia. This act was not approved either by 

Russia or Austria. King Milan Obrenovioh of Serbia, being in

duced by Austria, declared war to Bulgaria.Casus belli was ag- 

grandizment of Bulgaria but more than that the influence of
V

Austrian Court upon that of Serbia, because Serbian ruler was 

faithful friend of the Austrian Emperor. Ag the purpose of the 

war was not in sympathy to Serbia, a part of her army had been 

defeated by the Bulgarians at Slivnitza in 1885. A year later 

Prince Alexander was forced to resign.Eince 30C.O1886 to 1896 

Bulgaria was ruled by the president of the government, StambuldV. 

He was succeeded by Prince Ferdinand of §£J8Coburg, the father 

of the present King Boris, In 1909 Bulgaria had secured her in

dependence.
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CHAPTER VII

FROM BERLIN TO PRESENT TIM©

(1878-1925)

Roma Veduta, fede perduta.

—Luther.

Au defaut de souverains leg 
nations se hattraient beaucoup
mo ins.................. Les nations ne
se battent que pour un grand et 
veritable interet.

—Rousseau.

A ohristilized criterion of the nineteenth and first qua- — 

rter of the present centuries was a rftpid growth of nationalism, 

imperialism, militarism, irridentism, colonial expansion, over

production of manufactured goods and over demand for a raw mat

erial of every kind. Moreover, with the inventions of steam- 

power, the mistrust, jealousy and rivalry among big powers was 

taking an entirely different trend on account of better protect

ion of their trade and commerce and of investment of surplus 

capital whenever it could be satisfactorily invested. And, in 

accordance with the protection of commerce, acquisition of new 

colonies for raw material, and markets for the surplus capital
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we may point out that supreme criterion of the nineteenth and 

first quarter of the present century is the complete control 

of internal and external machinery of all states throughout the 

world by a small number of individuals, composing so "baptised" 

by the common language "the capitalistic regeme" or "money ol

igarchy". In other words, the majesty and"Devine power" o-p 

princes, Kings and emperors had been substituted by "almighty" 

capital, which had primarily produced hatred and jealousy among 

two shopkeepers of a. certain state; from those two shops such a 

jealousy and mistrust had been transferred into two ox more & ops 

of another state and helas! hence in world-wide hatred, utter
z

intolerance and huge armaments what had been finally manifested 

in war of wars. But, we must bear in mind that shopkeepers 

policy, and jewel-sbre influence, end golden supremacy, though v 

were and still are' criterion of criteria of #ast and present 

centuries by producing bad felling and evils, nevertheless they 

had incidently "manufactured" their excellent enemy in the re

naissance, or say, in birth of world wide spirit of the inter- 

nationalsim.

In persuance of capitalistic policy toward the Near Bast 

Count Indrassy, the Austro-Hungarian minister of foreign affairs, 

returned from Berlin Congress to Vienna and said to the Bnperor 

Francis,-. Joseph "Majesty, Bosna and Herzegovina are parts of 

your Bnpire and the door of the Bslkans is now open to you."

"Die Gelegenhéit konnte nicht gunstiger sein, sich eine Zukunft-
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Kjellein in his known work: "Die Grossmachte un d die Welt- 

krise."

At Berlin Congress the "honest broker" as Biemark cat led 

himself secured 3osna snd Herzegovina to Austro-Hungaria. ThiB 

success was but a step further to Bismark's known proverb "Brang 

Bach Osten", or to German aspiration for the Wgltpolitik. Next 

year, after the Berlin Congress, the Austro-Germen alliance was 

formed whioh was but a conspicuous proof of Bismark mastery.

Since the act of handing over of Bosna and Herzegovina to Austro- 

Hungaria, the Ehropian powers became more interested in the Near 

Ifest affairs than at any time in the past. Since that time 

Sirope got the nick-name "Balkanjged Sirope". Since that day 

until the first Balkan war in 1912, Porte and Sultans were Beam

ing Turkish policy at the shoulder of any of those big powers! 

Ehgland, Germany, France, Eussia, Italy and Aus tro-Hungary, i.e., 

whenever any of the mentioned powers came in any kind of disputes 

with Turkey, then Turkey usually said to some of these powers: 

"You are the most favored nation in Turkqr. All you want will be 

secured for you; but you should silence that power which likes to 

subordinate us... ."And, certainly, all of them, without ex

ception, tried their best to assure Turkey of their friendship 

so that often neither the Porte nor Sultans knew which of these 

powers was the best friend of the Turkish bnpire. Thus the 

play after play was going on, but later on the Turkish statesmen
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began to realize why those big states tried to convince the 

Turkish leading men of their friendship. They realized that their 

mother country was dying slowly but constantly and that a test

ament should provide that a lions share of Turkey should be turn

ed over to either of those great friends or say, great states. 

Indeed, the Sultans, Porte and whole of Turkish peoples knew it 

and might exclaim with a full reason: Times Panaos donna fer- 

entesl But helasi After the rain is over there is no need for

an umbrella; and Turkey being already in a state of worse con

ditions than she really was, every hope was lost forever to save 

her. Her ruin after the Berlin Congress had been hastened by 

a new and most potent factor in the Near Eastern problem. This 

new factor was Germany, whose foreign policy, according to the 

opinion of G. W, Prothero was "the attempt to dominate the Epst 

formed the keystone of German Weltpolitik". In 1882, Italy 

joined Germany and Aus tro-Hungary in the Triple Alliance. In 

1887 a "Coburger" was elected to the Bulgarian throne. Both of 

these acts had been of great importance to strengthen German in

fluence in Turkey and certainly, from day to day this influence 

overshadowed that of the other powers. As a result of this in

fluence it happened that the Turkish army had begun to be in

structed by the German military officers; the (Ferman system of 

education was spreading in Turkey, German capitalistic groups 

secured the construction of Bagdad Bahn etc. The purpose of this 

railroad was directed to join Berlin with Constantinople and
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Constantinople with regions of the Near, Kiddle and Far' Etests.

It was to be a "strategic” railroad for German expansion into 

Asia. Certainly, the ambitions of Germany especially after 

Franoo-Prussian war of 1871, were so "megalomanious" as those 

of other powers. In order to meet such a new "tide" of danger 

France and Eussia formed an alliance^ which later on Ehgland 

Joined too. Since the Berlin Congress Austro-Hungary became but 

the advance-guard of the Pan-German ambitions to the Shst. To 

Otton Bismark had been attributed the cynic saying: "Xustro- 

Hungary is a cow to be graced on the Balkan fields; when she 

has grazed enough she must be killed for the profit of Germany." 

The same could be said for Turkey, but not only for the profit 

of Germany but for all of the big powers. In 1909 the influence 

of Germany as well as that of the other powers had been checked 

due to the young,Turk revolution, which had for its purpose to 

make great reform in the Turkish Snpire and by so doing save it 

from the further dismemberment4 of its territory and constant in

fluence of great powers upon Its internal and external affairs. 

The endeavor of the voung Turks entirely failed, because many 

massacres, and insurrections started all over the country as 

soon as new reforms began to enter in old chaos of administra

tion and inherited hatred of different nationalities in Turkey. 

As a prelude of the Young Turk revolution Austro-Hungary annexed 

Bosna and Herzegovina in 1908. Such an act produced the highest 

grief in Serbia and Montenegro. The Eussian grim on Germany and
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Austro-Hungary was also great due to such an act. If Russia was 

not exhausted in the Russo-Japan’s war which was over hut three 

years ago, it is quite certain that Serbia end Montenegro would 

declare war upon Jfaetria and the world war would break out, then, 

instead of six years later. Russian diplomats had advised those 

of Serbia to wait until 1917, "when Russian army will be com

pletely prepared to defeat Germany and Austria easily".

Russian Baperor, King of Montenegro and Prime minister 

of Serbia*agreed to wait the mentioned year, but started by day 

and night to prepare all that was necessary for modern warfare.

It was done so because, fama est, after the annexation of Bosna 

and Herzegovina the next move of Pan-Germanism towards the $pst 

shall be Serbia and Montenegro, and by encroachment of these 

two the turn might easily come to Russia.

A: ' The Balkan league and New Wars

The old oomedy was continuing. The same actors were taking 

the accustomed roles. Some of these players were more skillful 

than the others, but snyhow, all of them were excellently train

ed in their roles of the magnificant play, or say melo-drama.

Prior to the Young Turk revolution of 1908, France and Ehgland 

settled temporarily their disputes. Namely, Bigland recognized 

predominent interests of France in Merocco. France, in return.

* He is also in the present times the Prime-minister of the 
Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slavanes (Jugo-Slave).
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recognized the ihglish predominant interest in Ejgypt, which had 

been already occupied by ihglish forces. It happened in 1904. 

Also, ihgland and Eussia reached a kind of agreement in the 

Near Sast by marking the spheres of influences in Persia. It 

happened in the year 1907. Prior to and after the revolution 

the question of Armenia, Crete, Macedonia, Albenia, etc., had 

been taken many times in consideration either by a few or by all 

of the powers concerned. As before in the other questions of 

the Near, Middle and particularly the Far ifest, so now the old 

apple was to be eaten, but helas! there was but one apple and 

hundreds of teeth which were anxiously and nervously waiting.

After France had taken Maroco, Algire and Tunis, and after 

Anglo-French agreement had been reached concerning Sfeypt, the 

only possession of Turkey in north Africa was Tripoli. As far 

back as 1901?France, in return for the occupation of -unis had
V

agreed to give Italy a free hand In Tripoli. The other powers 

by and by consented to and Italy began to penetrate in Tripoli 

for the purpose of commercial and economio interest. The young 

Turks, upon coming at power of the Ottoman empire tried to beat 

the Christian interests in Tripoli as they did all over Turkey. 

Their endeavor did not come at the right season. On September 

27, 1911, Italian government sent an ultimatum to Porte demanding 

an occupation of Tripoli under the sovereignty of the Sultan.

The Porte was a little deaf but Italy was much anxious to have 

Tripoli, and on the 29th of September war broke out. The Tur

kish forces in Tripoli were defeated and the Italian navy oo-
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cupied the islands of Rhodes, and Dodecanese Archipelago. The 

Young Turks hoped and tried to envolve a conflict between the 

big powers but in vain. The treaty of Lausanne was signed on 

October 18, 1912 by which the cession of Tripoli was acknowleft- 

ed but, of course, sub silentio. It also was agreed that Italy 

should withdraw from the Aegean islands. The treaty of Lou- 

sanne was not yet signed, when the Balkan League, composed of 

Serbia, Bulgaria, Greece and Montenegro declared war, known as 

the first Balkan war, upon Turkey. The basis of the League had 

been given by the King Nikolas of Montenegro in his po«i; "Bal- 

kanska Carica"* He is its founder and spiritual father. After 

Berlin Congress many attempts had been made to bring about Its 

creation and practice but until the very beginning of 1912, all 

endeavors failed. In this year and in years past the situation 

of the Christians in Old Serbia and Macedonia was unbearable.
v-

The great powers were deaf as before and followed their egoistic 

interest as before. Mr. Venizelos, Prime minister of Greece and 

Mr. Milovanovich, Minister of Foreign affairs of Serbia, succ

eeded to convince the Bulgarian government for the necessity of 

mutual steps against Turkey. Success was reaohed. Serbo-Bul

garian treaty was signed on March 13, 1912, and the Greco-Bul

garian on May 10, 1912. These treaties provided the partition 

of Turkish empire in Bxrope among these small allied groups.

* The Super ess of Balkans.
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Military conventions had been concluded also in September of the 

same year. By this time the Albenisn rising took piece, what, 

naturally, was in favor of the Balkan league, but, by no means 

was in favor of great powers because they wrer somehow tied up 

by the young Turks to undertake the steps they often used to do.

In very long correspondence and in personal conversation 

Tasr Nikola II of Eussia used to say to the King Nikolas of 

Montenegro: "You are only one greatest and best friend of mine. 

While the Balkan league was in the progress of creation the 

big Nikola advised the little Nikolas to declare war upon 

Turkey. Prior to the declaration of war on October 8, 1912, 

the little Nikolas, who had two daughters married for Russian 

grand Dukes, one for a Duke in Germany, and one for a King of 

Italy, had asked his best friend, the big Nikolas, what to do 

in the case of Turkish victory upon the Bplkan league. The 

big Nikolas urged his government, which with that of Austro- 

Hungaria, in the name of six big powers handed at Cettigne, 

Sofia, Athens and 3elgrad the notes of same content and under 

three main points. These points provided that whatsoever may 

happen between the Balkan States and the Ottoman Mapire "they 

will not admit, at the end of the conflict, any modification in 

the territorial staus quo in Ehropian Turkey." Thus was said, 

but this meant mo thing more nor less than an excellent trick of 

Russia, because by interpreting the note literally it meant the
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preservation of status quo ante, but really it signified, some

thing else. Namely, in the case of Turkish victory the status

. quo must remain, but in the case of the victory of the Balkan 

league, the status quo must become null and void. So it happened 

The Balkan league presented a joint note to the Porte demanding 

the quick reformation in administration of Macedonia. Turkey 

was folly deaf. What happened?

On October 8, 1912, Prince Peter, the youngest son of King

Nikolas of Montenegro fired the first oanon’s shot against 

Turkey. The echo of that shot was heard but in the small region 

of gigantic rooks and mountains of Montenegro. But, by and by, 

the echo of the same shot had been heard throughout the world.

That event full moment signifies the new era of the most inter

esting and confusing actions ever performed by the mortals. The 

shot, fired by Prinoe Peter was not only a match for first and
V

second Balkan wars but for the "starting benzin" of the World 

war. A few days later the other states, Serbia, Bulgaria and 

Greece followed the example of Montenegro by declaring war upon 

Turkey. Dispite the expectation of Great powers and the 3alkan 

league, the Turkish army only in a month of struggles had been 

completely defeated. Certainly, it was a great surprise for the 

Balkan league but greater disappointment for Turkey. While 

there had been delivered victory after victory by allies over 

Turkish army, Austro-Hungarian, German and in less measure 

Italian statesmen became much worried. They were aware that the
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end of war shall result in a change of existing status quo.

They also knew that Eussia had been secured the strong state-

back at Balkans. Accordingly they tried to save what as yet

could be saved. Namely, Scutary, a town in North Albenia, was

not taken, by Montenegro, while all other parts of the Turkish

Bnpire in 'Sirope was in posession of allies. Serbia sent help *

to Montenegro to capture Scutary. Austro-Hungary and Germany

presented an ultimatum to Sej-hia. in March 1913. The ultimatum

demanded the immediate withdrawal of the Serbian tropps from

Scutary, because the town had to remain to Albenia, as both of

these powers insisted. If Serbia did not follow the order of the

ultimatum, it is certain that the world war would break by that

time instead of a year later. On May 30th the treaty of London

was signed between the representatives of the Balkan League and

Turkey. The island of Crete and all territory of Turkish Snpire

in Sirope being beyond the Sios Midia line had been ceded to

the Balkan allies, whose arms had been so unexpectedly victorious

over those of Turkey. But what happened?

"The man that once did sell the lion’s skin while 
the beast lived, was killed with hunting him."

Almost none of the four members of the Balkan League be

lieved that the lion (Turkey), could be so easily killed as it 

occured. But, when it was already killed each of them tried to 

secure the biger part of its skin. They might come to a favor

able agreement if the big fingere of the powers did ret participate.
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Namely, these fingers created Albanian state. By this act 

Serbia was deprived of obtaining ary port at the Adriatic.

Serbia, Greece and Montenegro insisted that Bulgaria should give 

up a part of Macedonia to Serbia as a reward for the loss of Al

bania, which, according to previous treaty among Serbia and Bul

garia should belong to Serbia?. Bulgaria, induced by the intri

gues from Berlin and Vienna, refused to give any part of Mace

donia to Serbia. Moreover, the did not accept a good office 

nor the proposed arbitration of the Russian iinperor. On the night 

of June 29, 1913, the rupture occured. The Bulgarians attacked 

the Serbians, ^he Serbs and Greeks repulsed the attack by driv

ing the Bulgarians in a great disorder. For a few days all Mac

edonia was restored to Greece and Serbia. Moreover, the military 

forces of these states crossed the old bounderies of Bulgaria.

A few weeks later Turkey and Boumenia declared war to Bulgaria.

By the treaty of Bucharest (Aug. 10, 1913) Bulgaria ceded to 

Boumenia a large strip of the Dobrudja with the fortress of 

Silistria; Serbia obtained central part of Macedonia and old. 

Serbia, Greece fcot ^>irus, southern Macedonia, and Montenegro 

was satisfied with western part of the Novi Bazar. Moreover, 

Bulgaria lost all of Thrace including Adrianople, which went to 

Turkey.

As a result of both Balkan wars was the further dismember

ment of the "sick man". Such an act offered an essence in sol

ution of the Near Western problem in good sense of World Politics.
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However, we may point out with a great pleasure that both of 

these wars had fully disappointed all of the powers, because the 

solution of the problem concerned was taking entirely different 

trend from that, which was, by decades and centuries expected 

either by one or by all of the big powers.

Albenia was created not because any of these powers wanted 

to be generous and humanitarian but merely, because Italy, Aus- 

tro-Hungary and Germany wanted to check the waves of Pan-Slavism 

so that they would not reach the ports of the Blue Adriatic.

As the result the Balkan wars checked the Pan-Germanism penetra

tion to the Near Bast. The posr miserable people of Armenia 

were and still are in agony of agonies. Why those "good hearts" 

of great powers did not show such a mercy for lamentable fate 

of Armenia as they did for Albenia? But no wonder! In the pol

itics as well as in life one should not run In the utter pessi-
V

mism of Shopenbouer nor in optimism of Leibnitz, but should be 

rather guided by conservatism of Kent or Socrates or even by 

the mystery of Spinoza or by the Latin midium aureum.

B: The World War (1914-1918)

"Vae Victis-said* Galic Luke.

What a great folly of the wrong judgements! The world lit

erature, since the very beginning of the world war in 1914 to 

the present days is over-flooded by constant endeavors of de

monstrating by argumentum ad hominem, who was guilty and responpi-
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ble for the world-wide conflsgeration, for the great tragedy 

of mankind. This literature, if we dare say literature, is prin

cipally divided into two huge contrary opinions: that of the 

central powers, and that of the allied and associated states.

The publicists, statesmen, diplomats, journalists, etc., of 

central powers by day and night exclaim: The Allied powers, 

l.e., ihgland, Eussia and France are guilty for the world war 

and some of them add: Serbia is guilty more than ai$r other state. 

The publicists, statesmen, diplomats and journalists of the Al

lied and associated states cry out: the Central powers are 

guilty and the Majority of these writters echoed: Germany and 

only Germany is guilty and responsible. On the other hand, the 

gentlemen mentioned above, i.e., those of allied and central 

powers continue by putting forward the principle motives that 

should be considered as "guilty" for world-wide butchery. The 

chief motives ar-oording to their opinion were: Austro-Hungary 

and Bussia, the opposition to and support of PanrSlavlc and Pan- 

German movements; Germany, the desire to maintain control of the 

route to the Turkish Snpire, and possession of the whole central 

of Sirope, Asia Minor, the whole of Asia and Africa. France, 

the retalition for war of 1871 and for restoration of Elsas 

Lorain’s provinces; Great Britain, the determination to prevent 

Germany from securing the hegemony of world and challenging 

the British sea power and her colonial possessions; Japan, the
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opportunity of eliminating another Etiropian power in the Far 

IJast; Montenegro, the knowledge that her independence and pros

perity would disappear with Serbian’s} Belgium and Serbia, the 

resistance to enemy aggression, the guaranteed decision for pro

tection of their independences and the fear that in case of 

triumph of the arms of the central powers the first would be 

sacrificed to the whim of Germany and later to Austro-Hungaria; 

Turkey, the self-proteotion and fear of loosing Constantinople 

and a slice of her Ehropian territory in Thrace; Italy, Roumenia, 

Bulgaria and Greece, for the purpose of securing of their irr- 

identistic and national claims; United States of America, for the 

purpose of augmenting the power of capitalistic imperialism, for 

annihilation of the fear of German Weltpolitik in the case of 

German victory upon the allied powers and for the sake of humani

ty; China, for self-determination in accordance with Wilson’s 

famous fourteen points; end finally the other states which Ister 

on took part in war had been mostly induced by friendship, de

pendence, sympathy, or urfipathy towards belligerents. Almost 

all of the above mentioned states entered war with Shibbolets 

to fight until extermination for "great aims of justice, peace, 

equality and progress of civilization." Certainly, they boast

ed so, but many of them did what?

A good, aware and conscious student of international af

fairs and world politics must foil ow the paths of truth, when

ever and wherever he endeavors to bring about the justified and
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prevailing causeo of the world war. In performing such a duty 

he cannot and must not he Inclined to nationalistic and chau

vinistic nor to religions and other narrow minded interests.

The truth and only truth. But lol that frank, scrupulous and 

impartial truth must he followed. The gheat and far reaching 

truth must stay before au± eyes and above small and pety truths 

as majestic sunshine overshadows the lights of the other stars 

throughout the enigmatic machinery of the Universe. The truth 

is duty above duty and law of laws. If modern science does not 

follow the paths of truths which very often are oovered with 

huge piles of thorns, there would be neither science nor apy 

better foundation for civilization and progress of mankind. Ao- 

oordingly we must, volens-nolens, follow the paths of truths in 

order to find out who or "what" was guilty and should be respon

sible to future generations for war of wars. And, in answering 

this question we are inclined to say that there would be no har

vest if there is no seed. That seed was not that above mention

ed and what a great folly of wrong judgment by "centralized" 

and ’’decentralized", or say by writers of central and allied 

powers in srguing about causes of the war as they did and do,

£ueh opinion must be rejected from now on. The seed of the 

world war as of all wars of the past and future should be se

arched in the cause of development of human socially since even 

prehistoric and most primitive human individual up to the present
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day. It is conditio sine aua non for an elaborated theses on 

this question. In persuing such research work it is doubtless 

necessary to discover the seed or say "starting germs” which 

infected small, middle-sized and big powers to wage war of wars. 

By following such steps we say: there would be no war if there 

reno peoples. But, since there are peoples there were also 

causes of wars. This is an old doctrine. But, according to a 

more modern doctrine relating to causes of wars we say that 

"starting germs" of war had to be found in the growth of human 

society from one family to many, and from many families to many 

states. This process had been greatly influenced by climatic 

and geographic conditions. That is the first seed of wars. The 

second olass of causes of wars have to be sought in the short

sighted and primitive conception of life embodying to it the ,
¡

economic, political, social, legal and vital questions, either 

of certain individuals or groups of individuals or many states 

or the entire world. Further more, an artificial creation of 

"separate", "indipendent" and"sovereign" units or states; the 

artificial creation of different nationalities, religion?, races 

and languages; the lowest rate of real education, mutual con

tacts and acquaintances of people of the earth plus the highest 

influence of wrong education of masses of these peoples; the 

devine power of Kings in past and almighty control of gold in 

the present times, the acquisition of lands by certain states, 

w’ ich prior to belonged to "civilized" or "savaged" community or
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had been considered as res nulllue.ie., belonging to no body; 

the subordination of certain nations by the other or others; the 

invention of steam power, which greatly helped that industry 

should be thoroughly revolutionized, and in accordance with such 

a "revolution” the result was the over-production of manufactured 

goods, the search for new markets for such goods, the search for 

new kinds of raw material for new factories. Moreover with such 

a process the capital had been quickly accumulated which le

from economic interest of big and strong states to political and 

imperialistic subordination of many weaker and poorer states. 

Further oauses of war could be traced in the artificial creation 

of irridentistic, nationalistic and pan-nationalistic movements; 

the wrong basis of almost all internation treaties, particularly 

those concluded at the end of wars, what can be especially true 

with the recent treaty of Versatile, concluded between the sllied 

and central powers at the end of the world war in 1918; and fin

ally in the lack of good will and faith among peoples of our planet.

If there was no "seed" or”starting germs" we just mentioned, 

there would be no wars but would be constant evolutions and very 

scarce revolutions in the world. Until we remove the poisoned 

and artificial seed from the living organism of the human society 

there will be no netur&l harvest for us nor any greater progress 

of mankind. This is imperative and ¿constant truth which must be 

followed by every student of world politics, by every philantro- 

pher and every human being who is not great enemy of himself and
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of his poor or rich home and family, or who Is not the greatest 

foe to his state and world as well.

As was pointed out, the responsibility for world war must 

be traced way back in the past actions and development of the 

people of the earth. If we look in records of such actions dur

ing the recent five or six centuries plus the first quarter of 

recent century, we shall come to the conclusion that the Turkish 

advent in Birope and retreat in Asia had been good cause of the 

world war. But the best cause of the world war was neither cen

tral nor allied powers but absolutely both parties. And to put 

a finger on anyone of them without taking equally into consider

ation all of them, would be fundamentally unjust and wrong.

However, another question must appear in the forum of our 

contention concerning ti ls matter. We may ask who started the 

greet World War? The onlv reasonable and argumentative answer 

must be: Germany or political leaders of the people of Germany. 

Why Germany started the war in 1914?

Gavrilo Princip, the young student of Bosna, and faithful 

member of "Narodna Cdbrana", the Serbian national society, ass

assinated Arch duke Ferdinand and his wife in Sarajevo, a small 

town in Bosna. Such an act took two lives on June 28, 1914, but 

the act of world war took more than 42,000,000 lives.Before the 

assassination of Sarajevo took place, the Serbian minister in 

Vienna had informed the Austro-Hungarian minister of Foreign Af

fairs that members of "Nsrodna Odbrana’’ who otherwise are citizens 

of Austro-Hungarian Bnpire, are planning the assassination of the
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heir on throne. Moreover, Mr. Simich warned the minister of 

Foreign Affairs to postpone for a while the Arch duke’s trip in 

Sarajevo. Such Step of the warning can he found in the Protocal 

of Austro-Hungarian minister of Foreign Affairs which reads:

"Beg. B. 28. vi. 1914. Sorbishe Mltheilung uher Attentats mo- 

glishkeit gegen den Tronfolger." Serbia also was entirely ex

hausted by two recent wars and could not even think nor wished to 

undertake any step against Austro-Hungaria beyond whose shoulder 

was staying Germary. The Russian arny was just in an era of great 

reformation. Russia, as it was pointed out, was waiting at least 

until the year 1917, when her huge army should be fully reorgan

ized and made ready to meet the future events. Serbia without 

Russia could not do anything and France without Bussia could not 

undertake any attack agsinst Germany. On the other hand, it was 

generally believed that warfare with modern teohnic in armament 

cannot last more than four or at most six months. The military 

mathematics of Germany was very sure that in case of war Germany 

will be during four or six months, victorious. She was fully pre

pared for war and had better army and military technic than any 

state of the world. To wait was useless for she knew that huge 

capital of France was preparing a huge army and navy of Bussia.

The assassination took place. After such act was over, the late 

Hoperor Karl of Austria came to Konopiste and took away all the 

correspondence he found in the palace of late Archduke. In that

correspondence was a proof that Sophie, the wife of Arch duke
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Ferdinand had plotted with the Kaiser against Serbia, i.e., after 

the defeat of Serbia it was to be made an Austrian province and 

that its throne would be given to the oldest son of Ferdinand and 

Sophia. Franoe Joseph, the Bnperor of Austria, ask ed the Kaiser 

of Germany what to do and how to act against Serbia after the 

assassination. Germany, or say the Kaiser, found out that the 

hour of war had struck. No waiting. The sooner the better and 

the Kaiser sent cart blanch to Bnperor of lustro-Hungary. Vienna 

had not only to listen but also to obey the order of Berlin, and 

in accordance with cart blanch the Austro-Hungarian ultimatum 

was presented to Serbia on July 23, 1914. The ultimatum made dis

astrous effect upon the Serbian government and Serbian pullio 

opinion. It was as a thunder from a crystalissed and clear sky. 

Forty-eight hours only were permitted for Serbia must meet all 

demands provided in ten points of this ultimatum which was in 

great contrast with the Serbian independence. Though, so ruthless -x 

to her sovereignty the Serbian government did its utmost to avert 

war, plainly pre-determined by the German powers. Namely, it ac

cepted eight out of the ten principle points, and the rest of two 

points she was ready to submit either to the Hague Tribunal or 

any good office or to Great powers. All attempts were too late.

The war powder was smelling so suffocating that even "dry bones" 

of its inventor, Shwarsenberg got restless and nervous. What to 

say about the world powers and what of those small states, which 

were just waiting the heavy and ruthless stroke of big masters.

The jsws of the monster god of world war were opened to swallow
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only 42,000,000 human beings, to ruin hundreds of thousands of 

human creations, to spend billions of money, to produce almost 

general misery all over the world, to Regenerate entire nations. 

But helas! it is perfectly O.K. for the "modern" century and 

"civilized" nstions. Hm! Hm!I

Austria declared war -Apon Serbia on July 28; Germany de

clared war on ^hissia on August 1, and upon France on August 3. 

Germany invaded Belgium on August 4, and on the same day Great 

Britain declared war on Germany. Montenegro stepped in defence^ 

of Serbia and declared war to Germany and Austria..

This act brought the Near Eastern Problem to its culminative 

point of complication, because it produced the greatest struggles 

of the peonies of all five continents as it was the case never be

fore. This act made clear that the ^ear Ifestern Question did not 

belong onlv to Near Ifest but ^est, North and S^uth, too. In other 

words, the Near Ifestern Problem had become a world wide problem 

which, dwelling for many centuries on the brutal and fierce st

ruggles brought about the greatest cataclysm in human society.

In the same year Japan joined the Allied and Turkey central 

powers. In year 1915, Italy declared war upon the central po

wers and at the end of the same year Bulgaria attacked Serbia, 

which was overrun by the German, Austrian and Bulgarian forces.

In 1916 Eoumenia was induced to declare war to Austro-Hungary, 

and Greece had been compelled to enter war by military forces 

of the allied powers. In the month of March 1917 the Eussian re

volution broke out which ended the Tzaristic regime in Eussia.
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A month later the United States of America entered war against 

the central powers.

The allied end associated powers were victorious by the end 

of 1918, and armistices were concluded with Bulgaria, September 

28th; with Turkey, October 20th; with Austro-Hungary, November 

3rd; and with Germany, November 11th, which date actually ended 

the first World War, but it is cuite probable that treaties made 

as a result of this war opened new gates of another world war.

Let not it be so, but the Verse ille treaty inaugurate such a 

situation which may be best characterized by the motto of ^alic 

Duke: Vae victis; and when so, it is quite certain that it may 

happen Vae Victoribus, also.

Concerning the Near Eastern Question the world war had great

ly effected and changed its existing status quo ante. First of 

all, the two greatest 'rivals, Germany and Bussia, had ceased at 

least for a few dtecades to be any real factors in the Near Etest.

In other words, the two most adversative movements, that of Pan- 

Germanism and Pan-Slavism, are checked to be dangerous one for 

the other. Out of the clash of these two contrary directions of 

politics had been born a little child, which is "baptized” ’’Inter

nationalism". This "little child", The Internationalism, is 

pretending to become a great and po\ erful man, i.e., his power 

will berread not only in Germany and Bussia but, doubtless, all 

over the world. This is natural course of human evolution which 

can n<bt be checked by any artificial force and not even with the 

tanks, poison, gas and far ranging cannons, etc., etc.
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The peace conference composed of Allied powers snd Associat

ed states met at Paris in January 1919. This meeting which held 

its cessions in the Palace of Versailles undertook among the 

principal tasks also to re-establish peace by imposing treaties 

upon Germany, Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey. In accord

ance with such provisions the treaties of St. German,TTrianon, 

of Neuilly of Sevre3 and Lausan had been concluded. According 

to the treaty of ^t. German and Trianon (1919-1922) all south 

Slave provinces, which formerly belonged to Austro-Hu$gary were 

restored to newly formed states of the Serbs, Croats and Slavenes, 

&Jugo-Slavia) • These provinces are: Dalmatia, Bosna, Herzegov

ina, Bgtcka, Banat, Croatia and Siavdnia. In accordance with the 

treaty of Heuilly (1919-1922) Bulgaria had been deprived of her 

conquests during the world v'ar. Moreover, Bulgaria was deprived 

of her outlet to the Aegean Sea. This is the greatest shame of 

this treaty as the greatest shame St. German and Trianon’s tre

aties had been the deprivation of Austria and Hungaria having any 

access to the coast. The treaty of ^evres (1920-1922)

made Greek territory large, deprived Turkey from all of its 

Ehropian territory snd part of Agía Minor, but owing to Branch 

and Italian help given to Kemal Basha, the leader of the regen

erated republic of Turkey, the ^reek aspiration being helped by 

Ihgland in Asia Minor had been checked by many victories of Turks 

upon Greeks. As a result of these victories was that treaty of 

Lausanne had been concluded in 1923. In accordance with its
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provisions Greece had. been deprived of ell of her conquered 

provinces in .Asia Minor. The compulsory exchange of certain 

portions of the Greek and. Turkish populations had been effect

ed. The very known treaties of Capitulations had been abolished. 

The part of eastern Thrace was restored to Turkey with Cftndr- -■ 

tgnople. Furthermore, it was agreed the absolute freedom of 

passages for ships of commerce in time of peace and in time of 

war throtigh Straights of Bosphorus and Dardanelles. Als^ it is 

assured the free passage of war ships, but with the limitation 

on the number and size of these ships. However, if Turkey is 

belligerent the free passage of neutral ships of commerce is per

mitted with the right to visit and search reserved for Turkey. 

There will be no fortification on both sides of Dardanelles, 

Bosphorus and the sea of Marmora. A Straights Commission will 

be created composed of representatives of France, ihgland, Italy, 

Japan, Bulgaria, 'Greece, Roumenia, Jugo-Slavia and Russia but 

when conditions admit.”

In accordance with all treaties concluded after the world 

war and concerning the Hear Eastern Question we may point out that 

the cloudy sky upon the horizon of the Near Bast era had been 

greatly cf eared but such an act had not entirely solved the Near 

Eastern Problem in accordance with the good point of view of 

world politics. The next chapter will indicate what can be done 

in order to bring about the longer or permanent solution of this 

everlasting and enigraatio Question.
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CHAPTER VIII

THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE NEAR EAST AND POSSIBLE

SOLUTION OF ITS PROBLEM

Pax, vita et progressus
aut

Bellum, inferna et mors mundi.

The prece/ding chapters have shown hut a skeleton of the 

Near East Question. The purpose of this chapter has been previous

ly indicated. However, as the Near Ehst had never been without 

decorations of they mysticism and mistery, and, whereas it caused 

world-wide troubles and conflicts, it seems worth while that a few 

words, should, be add ed to this chapter, which would assert that.

In other words, this chapter wV.l not go directly from the very 

beginning to the very end to its main purpose, but will run a 

little bit to left and right sides of its subject. Why? Because 

all the Orient was and yet is the "varié gated labyrintus" of 

peoples, religions, races, languages, customs, traditions, hat

reds, wars, very often of enigmatic events and almost never of 

the highest conception of real human life. It was and still Is 

the place where almos+ everything and anything may happen. When 

thus, let us reflect upon the Near Eh stern events and, then, let 

us try to suggest any solution, which will bring about peace and 

prosperity to Near East and which will save the wearied world 

from further repetition of tragedy-comic occurrences and upheavals.
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Quo vadis, o homo! Again and again! Why sol What are we, 

rtat do we, where are we, snd where are we marching. How far so. 

Are we beasts of beasts or gods of gods. How far will rest the 

justice, equality and highest interests of all mankind upon the 

points of the swords or in powder of guns, or granates with poison 

gas. How far the supreme interest of all the world will be con

trolled by a few individuals or nations? How far tbe stronger 

nations will treat those weaker like a cat captured mouse. When 

will be checked the insanity of those human individuals who more 

strongly believe in the rotten doctrine "might makes right" than 

they do believe in existance of their lives. When all the world 

shall be like a nice house of conscious, aware and peace loving 

members and not like huge focus of everlasting chaos in which 

leading roles are performed by noted bandits and worst thieves.

How far small minds of mortals will partition our globe upon 

which great Nature did not mark any artificial boundery. The 

rays of majestic sun are warming anl earth and its beings, but 

helas! when the rays of international sun will disperse the 

darkness and clouds made by those chauvinsts, who pretend to be 

potent on earth as god in Universe. When international sun will 

melt those short-sighted and narrow minded people, ’When it 

will declare the liberty upon all enslaved mankind and secure 

the r^al renaissance of human progress and civilization. It is 

the question of to be or not to be and when so, there is no doubt 

that the number of those who strive for breat and butter is larger 

than the number of those who are "perfectly happy" in the present
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"paradise". Accordingly, those who constantly and fearlessly 

strive for daily bread and butter are devotéd adherents of in

ternationalism, brotherhood and sisterhood of all peoples through

out the world. Due to such a fact there is prevailing certainty 

end necessity that the rays of the sublime international sun must 

sooner or later overshadow those pale rays of national moon.

Just now we are in the era of such international victory, tho a 

good many of us are not capable ofperceiving such glow but con

stant and overwhelming process of evolution in human society. 

However, those who are blind enough to see the progress of the 

internationalism they must be aware that neither house nor family 

in it, nor state nor people in it, can have happiness, peace and 

progress while they are surrounded by noted thieves, gamblers 

and bandits. It means there 1s no inside order until we assure 

outside order. It logically means that spirit of internationalism 

must take place all over the world.

The wolves, lions and tigers do not pretend nor boast of 

being civilized, cultured and humanitarian. But hark! We mortals 

do pretend to be, and Is there any di fference between above men

tioned beasts and men in the case of seeking the necessity for 

their existance. How far so!

During the world war I have lost "only" twelve relatives.

Five of them starved to death during enemy occupation of my birth 

place. But say it is nothing. During the same war Serbia and 

Montenegro lost "only" one third of the entire population. But 

suppose it Is nothing! During the same tragedy-comedy of human
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race hundreds of thousands of human erections had been ruined and 

converted irio ashes. But imagine itknothingl During the same war 

of wars there had "been spent so much money and so much of human 

energy that "only” twenty-seven paved roads might have been built 

all around our planet. But fancy it is nothing. During the same 

shameful, and silly and almost achieved catastrophy of mankind 

"only" fourty-two mill ions of peoples had been entirely swallowed 

by the monster’s ;’aws of ghe God of War. But dream it is also 

nothingl During the same erruption of human brutality, barbar

ism and insanity millions of people had inherited such diseases 

which are absolutely incurable by modern medicine. But we must 

realize that certainly it means something. Namely, it means 

neither more nor less than degeneration of human races. Where 

such constant processgo it is not very hard to find out. Why so? 

Bow far so?

-he pres ent ^civilization of mankind is principally based upon 

the coarse power of materialism, technic and mechanic. The con

stant progress of these three branches had culminated- into in

ventions of deadly war materials and world wide slavery under mo

dern masters and control of materialism, technic and mechanic; 

and through these shrewed and disguised tools of modern democracy 

into creation of overwhelming imperialism. Let us give an illus

tration. If China is able to keep a greater army and navy and 

if she is able to control more people, to ruin more private and 

state property, to whip and kill more hundreds and thousands of 

people, then, there is no doubt that such shauvinistic, imperial-
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istic and militaristic China would he considered as most civi

lized and progressive nation as it is the case today with Japan, 

France, Great Britain, etc. The present world Politics has for 

its main goal to speak about causes of materialism, technic, me

chanic and dominating power of imperialism. When thus, can we 

dare say that existing regime of civilization of mankind is any 

kind of civilization at all. Can we mention that such a world 

Politics is a science or politics at all. How far sol

Despite the horrible consequences which had been ascribed 

to accountability of mistrustful snd rival nations, which had 

caused world war, nevertheless, there is no doubt that almost

' achieved hell of human race had besides its bad also good sides. 

Namely, it had inqugurated numerous excellent benefits for future 

generations. Among many of these highly appreciated benefits is 

a great disappointment vánquished and conquorers, because recent 

war meant for both of them nothing else than Pyrus victory. It 

means that states shall not run into wars as they used to. The 

Genoa eoonomic and Washington disarmament conferences are bene

fits of the V/orld War. Moreover, the world war had expelled from 

the realm of suppression of the small nations the two of the most 

leading factors, Russia and Germany^ Now, the peoples of these 

two states as well as with the people of the other states of the 

world which had been previously predisposed toward the great 

scope of internationalism may march towards higher ideals of the 

world. It is certain fact that they will find great moral and
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materiel support in the people of the United States of America. 

These people had formed long ago a cosmopolitain world in min- 

ature. These people had shown many magnificent examples that 

local and national interests must he sacrificed to those of whole 

mankinfk Two examples of this kind are worth while mentioning: 

that of the civil war in 1861-5 and that of the world war 1917-18 

If the people of America are not sufficiently controlled hy a few 

capitalistic individuals it is quite prohahle that America would 

long ago unfurlthe sublime flag, which would he a symbol not 

only of the United States of America hut of the United States of 

the ^orld. Such an act would signalize the start of the modern 

history and beginning of a new epoch of real and frank civiliza

tion. Great Britain which during many centuries had based her 

imperative and imperialistic veto against certain state, many 

states or even all the world, upon her mighty navy has clearly
V

experienced during recent war, that due to the invention of sub

marines and airoplanes is obliged to cut off at least for a few 

inches her too long fingers whioh had been stretched all over the 

world, i.e., she has to realize that it is sn impossibility to 

remain longer in despite of all the world, the mistress of the 

seas and oceans. She also had come to the conclusion that des

pite the world she cannot any longer exercise her hegemony in 

world politics. France, Italy and Japan had realized that there 

is no chance to wage war against all the world. At means that 

the joint word of the world is stiperior to that of a certain great 

power or even of two such powers. The institution of the League
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of Nations and. Int ernati onal Court of Justice had. put a bridle, 

though a loose one, upon many chauvinistic and imperialistic 

ambitions. Such a fact has indicated a new era in which sooner 

or later there must be established such a world wide institution, 

which shall have compulsory decisions in all inter-state disputes 

It means that fate of the world will be in the hands of the world 

instead of in the hands of a few individuals or states, es it was 

and as yet is the case. Finally the world war héd created strong 

er influence of public opinion on international affairs.

The murder at Sarajevo on June 28, 1914, was merely the 

spark that fired the powder magazine of Europe. A month later 

the world was in a huge conflagaration. By the end of 1918, this 

world comedy was over. As a result of war, the map not only of 

Sirope but of the greater part of the world had been thoroughly 

modified. This ohange had especially effected the Near East.

It is certain fact that this change of bounderies would take an 

entirely different trend if Ehgland, France and Italy were not 

afraid from Bolshevistic doctrines and propaganda. It is also 

qilite probable that another war following immediately the world 

war would break out among allied and associated powers. This 

war might break out for the partition of game as the case was 

during the second Balkan war when colisión occurred among members 

of the Balkan League. Owing to some nations being tired and fear 

ing Bolshevism such a cruel act had been avoided.

At the beginning o-p the World War it was generally believed 

that post-humous beTL had rung to the Ottoman Snpire in Asia and
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in Europe as well. It was also believed that the lion's share 

of it will befall the central or allied powers. However, the 

events during the war and particularly after it had fundamentally 

ignored the previous opinion. Namely, owing to the old medi

cine of selfishness, mistrust end rivalry, Turkey though defeat

ed and diminished in territory had received a new lease for her 

existance. Her victories over the Greeks in 1922 gave her new 

hope for rebirth of her old dominion and even modern prestige in 

the Near East. These victories of defeated Turkey would be en

tirely impossible if France and Italy did not encourage Turks by 

supplying than with war materials. They did so in order to ann

ihilate or at least to lesson the Ehglish prestige on the Near 

East. The fear of the Ehglish prestige was principally based, on 

the presumption of Greek territorial expansion. This extention 

was supported by Ehglish policy, which believed that in the case 

the Greek dominion in the Near Sast becomes larger the more in

fluence will secure Ehgland upon that region.

It was pointed out that in accordance to the treaty of 

Sevre Turkey had been entirely expelled from Sirope. But owing 

to renewed intrigues among France, Italy and Ehgland, Turkey was 

enabled to defeat the Greek army in Sjayrna and to conclude, In 

June 1923, the treaty of Lausanne, which treaty again secured to 

her a slice of eastern Thrace running west to the river of Marica. 

Being deprived of her Europlan territory the modern Turkish lead

ers headed by Cemal Pasha had transferred the capital of Turkey 

to Angora, in Agia Minor. The last Ottoman Sultan-Khalif, Wa-
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hiddin Mehmed VI had been compelled to flee from Turkey in 1914, 

and Turkey had become the republic. The new and energetic lead

ers of the Turkish republic had adopted the same methods as Japan 

did long ago. Namely, they began to Introduce modern civiliza

tion of the Western nations. Also, they worked by day and night 

in improving the administration all over the country. Accordin g 

to such actions of the leaders of modern Turkey, it is quite pro

bable that modern Turkey will not be a focus of mistery, misti- 

cism and everlasting intrigues as unfortunately was the case with 

the old Turkey. The first success of the new administration and 

order in Turkey had been the abolition of Capitulations, which we 

spoke of in previous chapters. Cne bad thing of modern Turkey is 

that her citizens of the Turkish religion or say Mohammedan re

ligion are still great fanatics of their religion. A longer time 

and education may give a new conception of life to these great 

fanatics of the Orient. However, for the present it must be born 

in mind that Pan-lslanuc movement numbering over 250,000,000 

population may again be a new menace for world peace and order. 

This movement is strong not only in present Turkey but also in 

Marocco, igypt, India and in the whole of the Orient.

”1 am a faithful follower of Mohammed and a devoted servant 

of Allah and our nation is very great,” is usual saying of the 

large majority of these Oriental people.

Besides the creation of modern Turkey we spoke of, which is 

situated in Asia Minor, the events of the world war had done some

thing else. Namely, at the ruins of the Turkish empire had em-
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erged many new independent or quasi-independent units. Sumerg- 

ing the present status of former Turkish Elnpire, or say of the 

Near East, we have to proceed as follows:

In December 1914, the Ehglish government promised to $he 

people of Egypt a greater privilege of self administration if 

they remained loyal to England during the world war. In 1923, 

the protectorate of England over %ypt had been withdrawn and

Egypt became the independent state with the King as chief ex

ecutive head. By granting independence to. Egypt, Ihgland had 

secured certain obligation of it as America did by Platt ammend- 

ment in her relation to Cuba. Since day of independence down to 

the present moments the quarrels between Ehgland and Egypt due 

to the Sudan situation had lead to repeated aid strong mil it ary in

terventions of Ehgland to the internal affairs of Egypt. The con

flict is still in high ’’tide”, and how final solution of these 

quarrels and unfriendly relations will be settled it is hard to 

prophesy. However, if Pan-Islamic movement takes more influence 

as it lopes to, it is quite probable that the present era of 

nationalistic ferment and perturbation in B£ypt may bring more 

serious conflicts with Great Britain. let it not be so, but it 

may happen so.

In Asia Minor the Arab-speaking tribes had formed an in

dependent state during the world war. This state is called the 

Kingdom of Hijas. The Paris treaty had recognized its independ

ence and Hijaz is now the member of the League of Nations. The
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foreign polioy of this «mall state is based upon the support of 

Great Britain.

The article XXII of the Covenant of the League of Nations 

defines the principles of government for the "A", "B”, and "C" 

mandates. In accordance to such definition the territories of 

the former Ottoman Snpire: Mesopotamia, Syria, Palestina and 

Lebanon were arrayed under mandated category, "A”. Nearly five 

years passed since such arrangement had been oreated but unfor

tunately the mandatory powers, France and ihgland had almost 

nothing done to improve the general conditions in the territories 

mentioned.

The five Balkan states whioh emerged from the ruin of the Ott

oman Snpire are: The Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slavenes, known 

better perhaps as Jugo-Slavia, Roumenia, Greece, Bulgaria and Albenia.

Montenegro drank during the world war the same bitter glass ss 

her sister Serbia did. Namely, at the very beginning of 1916, she 

was invaded by Austro-Hungary and German forces. At the end of the 

world war her assembly met in Podgoritza and unanimously proclaim

ed the union with Serbia. Also the other south Slave people, be

longing prior to the world war to Austro-Hungary, proclaimed union 

with Serbia and Montenegro, Such an act had formed a new Btate, 

Jugo-Slavia, which embraces all south Slave tribes except that 

of Bulgaria. Sinoe the union had occurred up to the present 

days there had been quite a strong and bitter quarrel between the 

peasant leader Radieh of Croatia and the leader of the Radical 

party, Pashioh of Serbia, on account of internal administration 

of the new state. P’ashich who was playing the same role
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among south Slave tribes as Ctton Bismark and Camilo Cavour did 

while their countries were in the era of being united, had suc

ceeded in defeating his oponent Esdich, who was for federal form 

of government, by creating Constitution in June 1921, which se

oured to Jugo-Slavia. the centralized form of government with part

icular concessions to large" local self administration. Having a 

healthy nation, very fertile soil and great natural resources, 

the new state of Jugoslavia had shown since the union greater pro

sperity than any Balkan or even any state of "Balkanized Sirope”. 

The leaders of Jugoslavia had declared two years ago through the 

mouth of Mr. Vesnich: "We do not intend to take orders henceforth 

fro# anybody, not from Moscow any more than from Berlin, and not 

from London any more than from Batís. The powers must understand 

that the child has grown up.” * These words mean the adoption of 

the Monroe Doctrine for the Balkans.

The Kingdom'of the Serbs, Croats and Slavenes has an area of 

over 102,000 square miles and about 14,000,000 population.

The smallest and most backward of the Balkan states is Al

benia, which had been created pending the London conference in 

1913. Until Serbia and Montenegro had been invaded by the enemy, 

during the world war, Albenia had secured the strict neutrality. 

After the invasion of the countries mentioned, she was compelled 

to fight on the side of the central powers. The Baris treaty had 

acknowledged her independence and she is now the member of the 

League of Nations. The poverty of the land, unsufficient educa-

* Mower B. "Balkanized Sirope”—page 57.
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tion of people as well as constant antagonism among adherents of 

the Mohamadan religion^ Greek orthodox and Roman Catholic chur

ches had sown the seed of many evils and perturbations In the 

newly created state, a Few months ago she adopted the republican, 

unitary, representative and highly centralised form of government. 

Albenia and Austria are only two of Eiropian states which econ

omically are In the worst situation. Albenia covers an era es

timated at about 18,000 square miles and has a population of about 

850,000.

Since the end of the world war Greece had passed many roads 

of internal and external troubles. Internal troubles had been 

caused by Venizelos’s adherents who favored the republican form 

of goverment and King Constantine followers, who were in favor of 

Monarchieal regime, "hese troubles had been settled last year, 

when the monarohy was overthrown and a republio was proclaimed.

In external troubles were involved those of the war with Turkey 

in which Greece had been not only defeated but also humiliated, 

being deprived of the conquered territories in Agia Minor and 

Thrace, too, Her external troubles with Italy were two-fold. 

Prinarily, she was deprived of many of the islands in the eastern 

basin of the Mediterranean which islands are populated by ’’pure" 

Greek people and which went to Italy as a result of Turko-Italian 

war of 1911^12. Secondly, on account of assassination of a few 

Italians, who were members of the International Boundery Commiss

ion and who were killed in Rhyrus, the northern part of Greece, 

the Italian forces were landed at Corfu, and the Italian govern-
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ment exacted payment from Greece amounting to 50,000,000 Italian 

liras.

Greece covers an area of 60,000 square miles and over 

7,000,000 population.

The result of the world war was more unfortunate for Bulgaria 

than for any other of the Balkan States. Besides being deprived 

of part of her pre-war territory she also was compelled to pay a 

big amount of war indemnity to allied and associated powers. But 

more than that, she is fully deprived of her egress to Aegean 

woast. It is also one point among hundreds and thousands of the 

shameful paragraphs of post-world war treaties. As before war, 

so now, Bulgaria is a constitutional monarchy with highly central

ized system of administration. As Greece, so Bulgaria, since the 

world war was very unfortunate in her internal and external aff

airs. Internal troubles had been caused by the constant quarrels 

between adherents of military oligarchy and those of peasant and 

communist parties. These troubles had reached a climax just in 

present days, when civil war rages all over Bulgaria. What will 

the result be of these riots and ferments it is hard to fortell 

but it is quite probable that the peasant party will not deep un

til the institution of republican form of government. External 

troubles were due to repeated intervention of allied and associa

ted powers.

Bulgaria covers an area of over 45,000 square miles and has 

about 5,300,000 population.

The Kingdom of Eoumenia took the lion’s share as a result 

of her participation in the world war. Her territory, covering
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area of about 50,000 square miles and. over 7,500,000 population, 

prior to the world war had been greatly enlarged by the result of 

the same war. This result was that Roumenian territory covern now 

an area of about 110,000 square miles and over 16,000,000 popula

tion. Boumenia, having fertile soil and a great amount of natural 

resources had shown since the war great economic prosperity, but 

also good many of the internal troubles due chiefly to quarrels 

among progressive and conservative parties. In her foreign policy, 

Roumenia had shown, since the war, the same attitude towards 

Russia, Hungary and Bulgaria, as Poland did towards Germany and 

Russia by taking away the entire regions which historically and 

ethnically are German and Russian. Namely, Roumenia had taken 

from Hungary in the region of Transilvania some sections of ter

ritory, which are fully populated by Hungarian people. But the 

greater crime that Roumenia had committed against the world Po

litics is because she took away the Russian province 3essurahia. 

There is no doubt, that such and similar acts sow such a seed 

which sooner or later may bring very bitter fruits to Roumenia. 

Accordingly too, it is not very late to exclaim again and again:

Videant Cónsules............ Roumenia is a constitutional monarchy

with a democratic representative form of government.

Many publicists endeavored to show that by the expulsion of 

Turkey from Europe the Near East problem will be ,solved. Such 

opinion Was a false one. Birope, prior to the world war had ma py 

"Sore spots” but helas! after the war hundreds of times more.

The world before the great war had many international problems
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but after the war thousand times more. The same rule can be 

applied on the Near Bast. Namely, the more ’’Independent” states 

the more sore spots, problems, quarrels and even wars. Before 

the world war the solution of the Near East seemed very simple, 

but now very enigmatic and more complicated than at any time past. 

To illustrate the above said, here follows but a few proofs, show

ing new sore spots in the near East.

The Adriatic Question involving Flume, Gorica, Ist?a, with 

Sadar and a few islands off the Dalmatian coast are taken by Italy. 

Such an act had created sore spots between Jugo-Slavia and Italy. 

The city of Scutari which belongs to Albenia and Kosovo Eol¿e 

which belongs to Jugo-Slavia aré disputed places among these two 

states. North Apyrus is a sore spot between Greece and Albenia. 

Albenia is a sore spot between Greece, Jugo-Slavia and Italy; 

Macedonia among Jugo-Slavia, Greece and Bulgaria; Thrace among 

Greece, Turkey ánd Bulgaria; Transylvania between Hungary and 

Roumenia; Besserabia between Russia and Roumenia; Dobrudja be

tween Bulgaria and Roumenia; many islands of the eastern Medi

terranean, particularly those of the Ionian Sea, between Greece, 

Italy, France, Eigland, Turkey; the whole present Turkey among 

Ihgland, France, ^taly and even the United States of America 

which tried to secure oil wells in Turkey but was backed by Eng

lish companies; Sudan between 'Bgypt and England, etc. In one 

word, the present equilibrium of the Near Sfest is very sensitive 

and exposed in the future to more troubles than in any time past.

It is a new sore spot for the entire world, though in the preswat

r
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days there Is no danger for world peace. And in order to secure 

suoh a peace many states of the Near B°st had oreated defensive 

alliance. For instance Roumenia, Jugo-Slavia and CheckoSlovakia 

had formed the so-called, Little Entente; Greece and Jugo-Slavia 

had formed a few weeks ago a military slliance. But despite all 

such alliances there is no hope for the longer peace in the Or

ient, unless there is provided something more stable to guarantee 

the present status quo of the Near Ehst. The first direction in 

this way should be that all sore spots should be corrected by the me 

method of plebiscite, which would take place under strict super

vision of the League of Nations. It is one solution of the Near 

Sast Problem according to the point of view of the World Politics. 

Another solution is in creating the Federal States of Asia. Minor 

and, on the other hand, the creation of a Federation or Confed

eration of Balkan States. All above mentioned solutions Would be 

good but doubtless unstable and very sensitive. But most stable 

and best solution of this everlasting and of hundred and thous

ands of other international problems would be in the creation of 

a Federation of Confederation of the World. Such Confederation 

of the world would have its Superstates Parliament composed of 

the members chosen by direct vote out from among all nations with 

the ratio one member on every three or five million peoples. It 

would have its Super States Senate, whose members would be chosen 

out among members of the house of representatives with the ratio 

two members from each state. The decisions of the Supernationsl 

Parliament should be approved by the Sup ernati onal Senate. More-
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over, suoh a Confederation would have its Superstate or Supernat

ional Courts of Justice with compulsory jurisdiction in all inter

states disputes, The judges for such a Court would be selected 

es they are now for the permanent Court of International Justice, 

or by secret votes of the Supernational Senate our among those 

proposed by the majority vote of the World Parliament. Such a 

new World would have also the superstates departments of imigra- 

tion, colonization, transportation, agriculture and work, traite, 

militia or international police, poverty, science and ahts, ed

ucation, hygiene, the mutual contace and acquaintance, and par

ticularly a department of finances in whose power would be put that 

huge capital which is now in the hands of a few individuals in

stead of all the world.

-here is no doubt that besides many things of international 

of let us say of world wide scope would be also the adoption of 

Esperanto or of some other language as best means for the pro

gress of international intercourse. There are also many other 

suggestions for solution of the Near Bast problem according to 

the best point of view of the World Politics, but looking into 

the present reality of the world affairs and situation it seems 

to me that the best solution for the present would be this I just 

pointed out.

If the world has to live and progress its fate must be con

trolled by ones of world opinion and world democracy. If we are 

anxious to secure better opportunity and happiness for certain 

individuals, states and entire mankind we must rapidly, fearlessly,
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and energetically march towards the Federation of the World, 

and when later on we reach such a stage, then, the dreams of the 

greatest philantrophers, of many poets, writters and lovers of 

brotherhood, and sisterhood will be realized. In those sublime 

days the world will be ruled by men not by beasts as is the case 

today. In those magnificent moments the nav progress of civi

lization would appear which will be entirely different of the 

pressnt. Let us march under the flag of the world, or let us 

commit suicide. There is no third alternative. If we select the 

first then Victor Hugo’s words: ”Is the human race created merely 

for that purpose to annihilate itself" will not be repeated any 

more. If we select the first and reach the first world wide 

goal, I would at once commit suicide on account of being too 

happy; tí we select first and create the World Federation or Con

federation, then, the famous verses of Victor Hugo would be com

pletely ,‘ustif ie'd:

Quoi! people contre people, o nations trompees,
Le quel droit avez-vous le mains pleines d’epes?;

or those verses of Fr. Shiller:

Ler geist lebt in uns alien 
Und unsere Burg .1st Cott;

or those of La Martin:

Ce ne sont plus de mers, des degres, des riviers 
Qui bornet 1*heritage entre 1’humanite;
Le bornes des esprits sont leurs seules frontiers,
Le monde en s’eclairant- s’eleve a I’unite:

or those known English verses:

Every tiger madness muzzled, every passion killed,
Every grim raven a garden, every blazing desert killed,
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Robed in universal harvest up to either pole she smiles- 
Universal ocean softly washing all her warless isles;

or the following proverbs in Latin:

Ibi patria ubi bene!

Videat mundus ne quid detrimenti res humana caperet!

--------- FINIS—
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